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First,
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President, to whose

ViRGiNi.w
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their advice, suggestions

and
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thank Mr. Jarman, our
issue
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London, Miss Coulhng, Miss
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aid.
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earnest

are grateful to Miss

whose kindness we are indebted
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the heartv co-operation

we

Whiting, Miss Tabb, Mrs. Cochran, Mr. D.

of

and man\- others
is

the cover which so

for

due Mr. Mattoon. to
gracefully conibines

our class colors, buff and blue; also Miss Gertrude Ligon, for the frontispiece.

We

appreciate the fact that

the success

it

The Virginian

of '05 could not

have reached

has attained without the kind assistance of Miss Lula O. Andrews.

She has relieved us of much responsibility and work by re\iewing and correcting
the material for print.
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it
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be an enduring emblem of what
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Zaidee Henson Smith,
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Alice Ware.
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Sallie Davis.

Janie Crute.
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K

arc Iciwiiig

And

iioii<

the sights

and sounds

of good old oollcgo days.

meet this cold new world oj uncertain blame or prais
Before we go, let's look again at times that are no more,
nd lift the veil that hides from us those happy days of vorc.
-

go

to

1

"As one who cons at evening, an album all alone,
And muses on the faces of friends that he has knoivn,
So I turn the leaves of fancy till, in shadowy design,"
I

find the well

History repeats
there are some,

I

am

itself ,

sure,

known

and a

who

faces of those old classmates of mine.

class history

will agree

with

is

me

no exception to the

rule,

but

that there never has been, and

never will be, a class quite like the one of January, 1905. Very few are here
now who entered one rainy day in September, four years ago, and signed a
solemn pledge that they would marry as soon as they got through school, or
else teach two years.
We were so frightened when they told us we must matriculate that one
of our meinbers meekly handed our president a laundry list, neatly filled out
and signed. Thej' had told her to go to the President's office and fill out one of
She had not then taken Senior A Geographv, nor
the blanks on the' table.
studied distance and direction, so she went to the laundry instead.
When we were finally enrolled as First A's we felt that we had achieved
There was smooth sailing for awhile then came a bolt from a clear
grea,tness.
sky a Latin test was announced. For days we studied Latin, talked in Latin,
dreamed in Latin, and, if you will believe me, when our papers were examined
it was discovered that we had failed in Latin.
It was during this year that Avice Allen impressed us with her vocal
powers.
In the music class she was always a little more ambitious than the
rest of us, and at the most unexpected moments her voice would soar above
;

—

ours.

When we

received our tickets in June, a few, a verv few, decided that old

studies, like old friends, are best, so thev took the class over again.

Then we studied chemistry, and Georgie Gravel v learned

the result of

passing H.,© through water.

was about this time, also, that we decided that not onlv the reputation
but also the glory of the State, rested on our shoulders. Sometimes the other girls forgot this, and it was necessary for us to remind them
before they seemed properly impressed.
It was a familiar sight to see Alice
It

of the school,

Ware and Lizzie James strolling down Main
German, and as for Bee La Boyteau\

Hall, discoursing in

French or

"She has wrestled with the sages of the dim historic ages,
She has studied declamation from Demosthenes to Burk;
She has sounded Tarr and McMurry, and been under Dante's power,
And can giggle in all languages, from English doien to Turk."
Seniors, as we addressed each
were certainly grave ones, especially, after our first

Then we were Seniors— grave and reverend
other in Seminar.

psychology

We

test.

With a serene smile
Senior geography held no 'terrors for Sallie Davis.
she calmly demonstrated everv problem concerning the time in Egypt when it
The rest of us, meanwhile, ground our teeth in
was half past two A. M. here.
despair and violently scratched our heads for the inspiration that was not.
When we passed Senior A we felt that there was nothing that could daunt

had not met the Training School. Oh, that first week! when our
enquiring faces looked up at our wild questions, and the
observing Senior A's, with satisfied smiles, wrote page after page of criticisms!
But we fought on, and gradually the brilliant intellects asserted themselves,
and we drew a deep breath of relief the reputation of our class was saved.
Every one remarked the scarcity of flowers in town last fall. Eleanor
Abbitt completely won the hearts of the children of the Second Grade when she
sang to them, so the children brought all their mamma's flowers to her. Her
devoted roommates had to bring water in tooth-mugs to wash their faces in
because the pitchers were filled with her flowers.
If the editors of the Times-Dispatch had only asked asked Lucy Anderson,
they would have found out everything the "Woggle-Bug" ever said, or ever
dreamed of saying.
The children of the Fifth Grade cannot pass a bird, worm,
or bug, without longing glances, so interested have they become in Nature

us.

We

Supervisors with

—

Study since she took charge of the class.
Before the term was over, Zaidee Smith brought fame to herself and glory
to her class bv the masterly way in which she beat the triangle for the children
to march by.
It was an inspiring sight to see May Sue Moore, swinging her little clock,
come into dinner just a few minutes late each da\'. She had the look of one who
has come, and seen, and conquered.
The wisdom
It would take too long to mention all the geniuses of our class.
For a statement to be verified, it needs
of the Senior B's is an accepted fact.
only to be prefaced with the remark that a Senior B said it, and it will be added
to the

list

Our

of axioms.

history as a class

is

The book

finished.

is

To the future

closed.

belongs the record of those deeds which, though they may not startle the world
with their brilUancy, will show the fruits of the lessons learned here. In the
years that are coming we shall ever hold among our most cherished possessions
the memories of our school days, and of our class of January, 1905.
J.-\NiE
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Crute.
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January

11905
It

was

the latter part of the

summer

of

nineteen

was on my way to the Jamestown Exposition.
that I had long been planning, and it was with
I

hundred seven.
This was a trip

real delight that

I

caught the first glimpse of the historic little island from the hurricane deck of the "Pocahontas." The steamer was soon at the wharf, and the
laughing, chattering sightseers were wandering away in groups, here, there, and
everywhere.
As I passed along with the crowd I caught sight of a familiar face. I had
been feeling somewhat lonely in all the great throng of pleasure-seekers, and
with an exclamation of joy, I ran forward to greet Lucy Anderson, our class
president.
Our greeting over, forgetful of the bystanders and of the intervening
years, we strolled away in that school-girl fashion which, in days gone by,
had called forth the request from our President that we would not arm each
other around the campus during school hours."
As we talked of Alma Mater, graduating day and the many things in schoollife .so dear to the heart, we forgot our surroundings, till we found ourselves
standing in the shadow of the famous old church tower. There we sat down
and began to talk of our classmates.
"Tell me of yourself, Lucv," I said, "What have you been doing the.se
'

'

years?"
"

have been teaching physical training at Rawlings Institute, in Charlottes"This summer I gave some lectures on the subject at the
School of Methods in Charlottesville, and it was there that I saw some of our
I

ville," she replied.

Maude Ives was there taking a special course in English. You
teaching the subject in the Norfolk High School.
Maude told me
that Ursula Tuck is now traveling secretary for the Y. W. C. A.
classmates.

know

she

is

"Alice Ware, also, was at the University getting some new ideas to take
back to Farmville. You know she has turned out to be one of our finest teachers,
tho' it seemed to us, that last year at school, that the principal thing in her
work was Miss Dunn.
"Margery Atkinson is making a great success as primary teacher, I hear,
and Maude Chernault, our meek member, as a Methodist preacher's wife, is
doing good work among the poor.
"As I passed through Richmond, on my way here, I saw Maria Cocke.
She told me that she had found her life-work in her kindergarten

"And have you heard about
says she

to be married in the

is

Janie Crate?"

fall.

I

was

in

I

asked.

"Madame Rumour

Bedford City

last

winter while

she was there on a visit, and she was the reigning belle of the season.

Janie told

me, too, that Eleanor Abbitt is as popular as ever, but we all know that her
heart is too big to be centered on iust one man, so her life will probably be one
of single-blessedness."

"And

Georgie Gravely," interrupted Lucy,

at Teacher's College,

New

is

taking art and manual training

York.

"After Mary Jeffries' faithful work in the Y. W. C. A., at school, you will
not be surprised to hear that she sailed for China last year, to become a missionary."

Just as Lucy finished speaking, our attention was attracted by a very happy
looking couple that passed near by. We both instantly recognized Lizzie

charming bride on her honeymoon. To us, even at school, "Miss
was as clear and as bright as her solitaire.
It was now growing late, and Lucy and I rose and started toward the hotel.
"What has become of Laura Johnson?" I asked, as we walked along.
"I heard that Laura is in the Memorial Hospital, in Richmond, studying to
be a trained nurse." replied Lucy. "But do you know anything of our old
friend, Bee La Boj'teaux?"
"Bee was a Bible teacher in some school," I answered, "but she insisted on
calling a certain book in the Bible 'Sams,' so she lost her position, and is now
devoting her life to the study of just one Sam."
We had now reached the hotel, and we paused a moment in the beautiful
The band was playing
reception hall, held there by the most entrancing music.
in the farther end of the hall, and as we saw it we both laughed, for there sat
Avice Allen, tooting her horn, as in days of yore. Avice joined us ,and we went
to Lucy's room in the hotel, where we talked long of da3'S past.
We learned from Avice that May Moore was teaching in a country school
near her home, and that Stella Reynolds was also making her success as a teacher.
We learned, too, that Zaidee Smith, who had served worthily as one of the
editors of TJic Guidon, whs now filling the editorial chair of a well-known maga-

James

as the

Lizzie's" future

zine.

When,

all

came for us to separate, Avice, as always,
we sing one of our class songs, but since we
numiber we contented ourselves with a toast to Alma Mater, and
too soon, the time

musically inclined, suggested that

were so few in

to the Class of January,

1905.
S.-\LLiE

Guy

Davis.
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President

I

may
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Otel-jashioiied piuk.

.

.
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....
.....

Vice-President
Secretary

Treasurer

face,

have proved the Past.

.....

Miss Coulling.

Edith Leigh Dickey.

Edith Brent Du^ALL.
Clair Woodruff.

Pattie Love Jones.

JIAHTHA

WII.I.IS

COUIJ.ING

Tune:

•'

and uvrldly

Bctlcr than riches

Ait diplomas

Hcidclhcrii."

jroin

iivallh

Aiwa Mater.

Beaming with happiness, hope and

We
But

health,

meet with our jriends once more.
sitveter than

hopes of

all jiiture joys

Is the fact that we've graduated:

So

eonie,

one and

all.

before ice part

We'll toast noie the S. N. S.

Chorus.
Here's

to

Here's

Here's

to

Here's
Here's

to

those
to the

to

best on earth.

them, eirry one!

our friends, the best

alive.

the stars above!

to the

Here's

tasks }wiv done!

our teaehers. the

True as
Here's

days of joy and mirth!

class of naught y-fivc!

to the

school U'c love!

Jamie Crute.

B Class of

'ennior

I.UCV
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J^imep

BROOKS

.SUSIK

.....

Maud Marshall Anderson'

CHILTON

Farmville, Va.

"Strength and dignity are her clothing."
Valedictorian

of

Class,

June,

'05.

Argus Literary Society.

Lucy Morton Brooks, K.

Culpeper. Va.

-I.

"All will spy in thy face,

A

blushing, womanly, discovering grace.

President of Y.

W.

C,

A.

Writer of Will for Class, June,
Argus Literary Society.

Susie Katherixe Chiltox

"Knowledge

'05.

.....
is

Lancaster, Va.

power."

Assistant Editor-in-Chief of

Cunningham Literary

"The Virginian."

Society.

l.KNNII-:

i:niTH niC'KKY

MAliV IIAV

CLKMMF.H

Lennie May Clemmer
"Of

Murat, Va.
softest

manner, unaffected mind;
and friend of human kind."

Trover of peace

Mary French Day

Norfolk, Va.

"With that

divinest charity,

That thinks no

evil."

Covington, V;

Edith Leigh Dickey
'A heart

at

leisure

from

itself.

To soothe and sympathize."
Assistant Business Manager of "The Virginian."
Chairman of Y. W. C. A. Building Fund Committee.

President of Class, June, '05.
Literary Editor of "TJie Guidon."
Vice-President of Cunningham Literary

Society.

ANNA

Anna

DIKHI,

;i)ITH

FLORKNCF,

.......

Lois Diehl

"Good

UUVALL

all

KDWARDS

Burgess, Va.

the time and under ever\' circumstance."

Edith Brent Divall, Z.

T.

A

"A noble tvpe

Farmville, Va.

.

of

good heroic womanhood.

Editor-in-Chief of

"The Virginian."

Vice-President of Class, June, '05.
President of Argus Literary Society.

Florence Cassaxdra Edwards
"Your steady study preseryes your frame
In good and evil times the same."

Arvonia, Va.

MARY BWELL

Mary

Ish

MAMIE FLETCHER

ETHEL GOULDING

Ewell

Ruckersville, Va.
'Tis
'Tis

good to be mern and wise,
good to be honest and true.

Mamie Edna Fletcher

Fletcher, Va.

"True wit is everlasting, like the sun.
And is bv all admired."
Literary Editor of

Joke Editor

Cunningham

"The Virginian."

of "Tlic
Literar^•

Guidon."
Society.

Ethel Fitzhugh Goulding
"The blessing of her quiet
Fell on us like the dew!"

Moss Neck, Va.
life

NELLIE HEATH

MARY HOMEH

....

Nellie Gray Heath

GRACE HURST

Naruna, Va.

"Perseverance keeps honor bright."

Mary Virginia Homes
"A

iovdton, Va.
glad,

sunnv woman."

Club Editor of "The Virginian,
Argus Literary Society.

Kihriarnock, Va.

Grace Hurst
'A modest blush she wears,

not framed; by art;
full as free her heart."

Free from deceit her face, and

Cunningham Literary

Society.

ILIVIC

HIN.MAN

wii.i.ii;

Olive May Hix.max, Z.

MYRA HOWARD

ii(iik;i:!

T. A.

'Good humor only teaches charms to last,
Still makes new conquests and maintains the past.
Editor-in-Chief from

Cunningham Literary

Society of "Tlic Guidon."

President of

Willie Kate Hodoes

Cunningham Literary

...

"Above the common

flight of

Society.

.

.

common

Lening, Va.

souls."

Myra Howard

Rine, Va.

"Bright as the sun her eves the gazers strike;
And like the sun thev shine on all alike."

Cunningham Literary

Society.

PATTIIC

HATTUi

H)\E JUNES

ELUCN LEE

Ki;i.Li;v

Pattie Love Joxes

Bovdton. Va.

"But then her

face,

So loveh', vet so arch, so

The overflowings

full of

Treasurer of Class, June,

Cunningham Literary

Hattie

J.

V. Kellhy,

.4.

1'.

Yorktown, Va.
she

was

of artless grace.

Gentle in form and

2'.

1\ 1\

'05.

Society.

A.

"A maid

Ellen Moore Lee.

mirth,

of an innocent heart.

fair of face."

Gloucester, Va.

.

"Quality makes quantitv."

Cunningham

I^iterarv Society.

CAKLIJl TA LEWJ!-

M. i;t,izabi:th lutthi;!.!.

Hin'SY i.i:mon

Carlotta Lewis

Arch

"An outdoor girl whose beauty
No faintest touch of art."

Mills,

Va.

needs

Argus Literary Society.

....

Mildred Elizabeth Luttrell

Hopeside, Va.

"Not wearied, though the work be wearisome."

Betsy Lemon

Callawav, Va.

"She doeth

little

Which most

kindnesses.

leave

undone or despise."

Argus Literary Society.

SUE MUSE

I.

MAID NinvCdMH

rev MANsox

Sue Muse

Bristol, Va.

"Goodness

is

beauty

in its liest estate."

W. C. A.
Cunningham Literary

Vice-President of Y.

Vice-President of

Lucv Hawes Man'son

Society.

Pleasant Shade, Va.

"Oh! bless'd with temper whose unclouded ray
Can make to-morrow cheerful as to-day."
Editor-in-Chief from Argus Literary Society for "The (uiidoii.

Prophet

of Class, June, '05
President of Argus Literary Society.
.

Maud Nkwcomb

Burgess, Va.

In whose orbs a

meek brown
shadow lies.

Like the dusk

evening skies."

'Maiden, with the
in

eyes.

MARdAHIOT PALMK.H

FANNIl': PIKRCI':

Faxn'ie

ALICK

May Pierck

PAXII.IOTI'

Berkley, Va.
"Infinite riches in a little

room."

Margaret Meredith Palmer

Kilmarnock, Va

"She never found fault with vou, never implied
Your wrong bv her right."

Alice Edmunds P.\ulett

Rut m her
Of darkest
Of kinship
The fervid

Farmville, Va.
cheek's rich tinge and in the dark

and eyes, she bore a mark
mother earth.
land that gives the plumy palm
hair

to her generous

Picture Editor of

"The Virginian."

Salutatorian of Class, June, '05.
Vice-President of Argus Literar\- Society.

trees birth.

MARGAR1:T STKPHKNhi

liOY ROfiERS

::r.izABi:TH p.ichauijson

FarmviUe, Va.

Harriet Elizabeth Richariisox,
"Her voice was ever
Gentle and low

soft,

— an excellent thing

Historian of Class, June,

Cunningham Literarv

woman.

in

'05.

Societv.

Roy Rogers
"She has
Rather

a pensive beauty, yet not sad
like

The heart

of

Cunningham Literary

Margaret Lynn Stephens, A.

1'.

;

minor cadences that glad
little birds amid spring boughs

A

Society.

.

.

.

"Beautv when unadorned, adorned the most."
Poet of Class, June

'05.

Cainbria, Va.

MAY SMITH

Ada May

lOI.IZABETH TINST.KY

CAL\'A

Smiti

Ladv's

"Though on pleasure
She had

a

she

give

my

Va.

was bent,

Society.

Elizabeth Garlaxd Tinsley

I

Mills.

frugal mind."

Cunningham Literary

"Sink or swim;

WATSON

Crooked Run. Va.
live or die; survive or perish;

heart and hand to this"- Annual.

Business Manager of "The Virginian."

Calva Hamlet Watson,
'If

.4.

1'.

A

Jennings, Va.

she smiles, the house

is

bright

Without any candle-light."
Joke Editor of "The Virginlw."

Cunningham Literary

Society.

i:lizahi;th waui;

FRANCES WOLFF.

I :

Frances Wolff,

PS IK

\V

A I. Til A 1,1.

Berrvville,

"A stvirch' will that shall not
To take the rightful part."

V

fear

Cuniiinghani Literary Society.

Elizabeth Hamptox

Wade
'Of

all

Farniville, Va.

those arts in which the wise excell,

Nature's chief masterpiece

is

writing well."

Argus Literary Societv

Epsie

Walthall

....

Hamixlen Sidney, Va.

"She hath a natural wise sincerity, and simple truthfulness."

GRACE WILSON

Grace Wilson,

"You

ICDITH

.

I.

^'.

WHITLEY

CLAIR

.....

.4.

WOODUfEE

Brownsliurg, Va.

say an undisputed thing in such a solemn way."

Mary Edith Whitley

Indika, Va.

"Thy words had such

a melting flow,
spake of truth so sweetly well.
They dropped like heaven's serenest snow,

And

And

Hessie

St.

all

was brightness where

Clair Woodruff, Z.

7".

the)' fell."

Anniston, Ala.

.-1.

'She's not a goddess, an angel, a lilv or a pearl;

She's just that which

A'dear

little,

queer

is

sweetest, coinpletcst and neat'est-

little,

sweet

little girl!"

Art Editor of "The Virginian."
Secretary of Class, June,

Cunningham Literary

'05.

Society.

Mnstors^ ©f ^Ihe Class of J^ime^
September

to,

iqoi.

The sun
morning, as I feared.
from the last flowers of
shone with a soft radiance
summer rose a faint, sweet incense, and butterflies
We were conscious
floated idly in the perfumed air.
of it all, as though it were som.e far oft" golden land,

T DID N(1T

rain

this

;

and we were exiles who had tarried there long, long
We were entering a new life.
ago.
— ''^ij^^ftft
Through the center aisle, in a wavering proceswere led to the extreme rear of the Assion. we
/
4 <^^
I'
All
around us there were happy
Hall.
semblv
voices laughter and the bright faces of friends who met after the summer's
It is natural that we alone were unhappy, that we saw the world
separation.
through a curtain of tears; we are the babies, the First A's, and to-day, the
tenth of September, 1901 we started on our pilgrimage to the shrine of knowledge.
''•

^^^^"^^"^

,

J.\NU.\RY 27,

iq02.

On January twenty-third
months have passed.
we received our first tickets, and through faithful work have entered the First
B class. We are proud of our new position: our school life has really and trul\begun, and our dreams are alreadv colored with visions of honor and glory.

How

swiftlv the last four

September
September again! Twice
each year to labor toward our
our

q,

1904.

has come and gone, bringing us back
To-day it has brought us together to face

bel'ore it

goal.

year of school life.
How strange to think that we were ever First A's. we, the Senior A's! It
was as Second B's that some of our members first won distinction and held
places of honor in the school, making the faculty at last realize our existence.
Our Junior vear held for us more work, more pleasure, and more honor; and
when we parted last June each of us looked forward to the time when we should
last

meet as

seniors.

January

27,

1905.

Such a glad, sad day this has been. Our Senior A work is finished, and
we have received our tickets. In the last half vear there has been more oi

What fun we had observing in the Training School
enjoyed the methods classes! We are glad, yet sorry, to leave the old
work for the new.

sunshine than of shadow.

How we

February

6,

1905.

This morning we found this notice pinned up:

"There will be an important
meeting of the Senior B Class in the Eighth Grade room at five o'clock this
Promptly at the appointed hour we gathered. Shall we ever
afternoon."
forget this first class meeting?
Our names were taken we are forty-two in all.
We elected for our president, the highest place of honor in the class, Edith
Dickey, whom we respect and love.
In her ability and goodness we have perfect confidence and know that she will guiile us wisely.
Four days '«e have taught in the Training School, and four days of miser}'
they have been to some of us. The sunshine is not all gone, though, for our
disappointments and failures have brought us closer to each other, and hav°
taught us to know and love each other as never before. We have seen each
;

new

other in a

Was
as

Rov Rogers
Into

light.

there ever such a true example of maidenlv gentleness and modestv

May

?

Smith's eyes we have looked.

pure, so true, that there

When
school they

is

no offering worth}'

our two fair-haired

became

girls,

fast friends,

They
of

it

are

windows

Maud Newcomb and Anna

and side by

of a soul so

save love.
Diehl, entered

side they are climbing the ladder,

loving and helping each other.

Sue Muse and Lucy Brooke, two of our brightest lights, are girls of strong
They leave behind splendid records as students.
Our literar}' genius, Mamie Fletcher, rivals Thomas Nelson Page in her
stories of the old South.
It was one of hers that held the place of honor in the
first number of "Tlic Guidon."
Luc}' Manson, whom we chose this afternoon for our class prophet, has
literary powers of a different kind.
She writes hundreds of letters, and we cannot tell which she loves more, simply the writing of these letters, or those to
whom thev are addressed.
character and fine intellect.

Febru.\ry

27,

1905.

Nearly a fourth of the term is already gone.
To-night we held our first Seminar.
Bessie Tinsley, the business manager of
the Annual, was chairman for the evening.
She has begun her work on "The
Virginian," and her energy and ambition for it know no bounds.
We are getting used to the Training School, and are learning to love our
work. Florence Edwards isn't even frightened by observers now. Why, she
extended to all of us a most cordial invitation to come to see her teach the third
grade children music.

February

is

almost over.

Bessie Wade so tirnilv believes, "What one can do, all can do," and has
developed such a vertical swing, that the children's and the supervisors' eyes
and mouths open in round wonder at the round o's she makes.

Each Senior will always remember Pattie Love Jones' and Mvra Howard's
sweet smiles, and their forget-me-not-blue ribbons that so exactly match the
blue of their eyes.

Between Elizabeth

No

longer need

we

Luttrell

refer to

and Margaret Palmer there

Ruth and Naomi

woman is strong and lasting.
No wonder Betsy Lemon

fears losing her heart

of Trustees

walked

in

to

true friendship.

woman

for

when out

world, for while here she loses everything possible.

Board

is

to prove that love of

in the great wide
This morning, when the

observe her teach, she even came near losing

her head, so she says.
Willie Hodges' knowledge of birds and butterflies, frogs

great that the children think she

Pied Piper, beyond the

must have

lived, in

and

flowers,

is

so

that beautiful land of the

hills.

Our strong-minded

girl, Grace Hurst, is a believer in woman's rights, and
She does not hesitate to tell you that she believes that
society should .sanction the proposal of marriage bv women.

a splendid debater.

April

come

How we

3-

i9°5-

have dreaded yet hoped for it
It is the
middle of the terra, and we have changed our work to another grade. All of
us hate to leave the little people that we have taught and loved for two months.
Has Edith Whitley a four-leaf clover, and a wish-bone and a rabbit foot,
that she should have such good luck?
For what but luck, and her learning and
her winsome ways, could have given her back the grade she loves best, when the
work was changed?
Ellen Lee and Lennie Clemmer are attempting, through hypnotism, to
convert the first and second grade tots into Raphaels and Michel Angelos. From
their rows and rows of good drawings hung up for inspection, we iudge that thev
April has

at last.

!

are succeeding.

Our Demosthenes and Cicero, JVIarv Virginia Holmes and Frances Wolfe,
have won for themselves fame from their learned orations on the two important
topics of our time:
Resolved, that the seniors go hatless to the baccalaureate
sermon; and, Resolved that women should vote.
Susie Chilton has such an atmosphere of wisdom about her that even the
children feel it.
One of the little ones said to-day, "I know that Miss Chilton
can teach, even geography, she's so intellectual looking."
What should we do without our artist, Olive Hinmanr The Y. W. C. A.
Poster Club, the Cunningham Literary Society, the Annual, the Training School
we tremble for them all when she is gone.

Clair

Woodruff, another of our

the blooming of the
as she

is

artists, is a favorite of

the children.

From

wild flower to the time of June roses, "Miss Clair,"
called, has bouquets showered on her.
But they are not all from the
first little

Where do the violets come from?
Under Calva Watson's baby curls there is a world of daring. Next Monday
there will be an excursion to Appomattox, and all of our purses are empty; so
to-day Calva went her smiling way, and asked of each teacher and pupil a penny
children.

She collected a whole dollar.
widower with many little ones to care for, we wish to recommend Epsie Walthall as a perfect housekeeper and a splendid manager of children.
Our most enthusiastic upholder and lover of the Training School is Nellie
Heath. She is teaching much more than is required of her just liecause she
wishes to do so.
Fannie May Pierce what a good primary teacher she is! She concentrates
all her love and attention on the second grade we dare not even whisper in her
presence that the first grade is more enjoyable than the second.
To know Grace Wilson is to love her for her many attractive qualities. Her
ambition and enthusiasm led her to come back to school after having taught
for charity's sake.

To some

lonely

—

;

for a term.

anv one wishes to hear how the school girls spent their Christmas, let
She knows how many oranges there were under the radiator, and ma}' be she knows, too, how they got there.
Two or three davs ago Mary Ewell brought down a little doll, and told us
that it was the first one she had ever dressed.
It is to go to Africa in the missionary box, and we very much fear that it will lead those innocent natives into
idolatrv.
It is easy to worship such dainty workmanship.
If

him ask Marie Dav.

Ethel Goulding
night,

when

is

afraid of ghosts-

the whole school was

two horrible creatures.
enough to leave

terrible

Not

a

still,

We

don't blame her, though, for one

her door noiselessly opened and in came

word thev spoke, yet

their countenances

a fear of goblins in her heart for

were

life.

We are justly proud of our two talented musicians, Alice Paulett and Maud
Anderson. They are such excellent teachers that we are sorry they have deAlice has already told us that she will
cided not to enter our noble profession.
not teach, and from what we hear of Maud, we think she will grace other than
a school rooin.

Margaret Stephens, our poet, has so soft a voice, such attractive ways, and
such a fair face that all of us love her. We were secretly, wickedl)' glad, thotigh,
when one day she went down by the river, where the bloodroots grow, to commune with nature, and came home with poison-oak on her face. For one short

week we were

as pretty as Margaret.

She
There is no more conscientious girl in our class than Hattie Kelley.
has never once been down town without asking permission she has one weakness,
though, if such it may be called: she is one of the best dancers in school.
;

We
we

chose for the Editor-in-Chief of our Annual, Edith DuvalL

rejoice that she

brighter, the flowers

our classmate

is
lift

.

Where

Each dav

she has passed the sun shines

up their heads, and everything

is

happier for her coming.

I

fxE

1905-

with us. We reach at last our graduation, the
goal of school life, only to see ahead a nobler goal, toward which we must still
press forward.
True to our Alma Mater and her teachings, we go forth to fulfill
our mission, that of "leading human souls to what is best."
The pinks are in bloom' Our sweet, old-fashioned class flower reminds us
that our school days are over, that we have come to the parting of the ways,
that to-morrow's page is pure and white and spotless.
In the great wide future
that stretches before us mav each strive to be a bright star in the flimament of

May

has passed.

June

knowledge, a sweet flower

is

in the

garden of love.

Elizabeth Rich.vrdsox.

Air: Jnaiiita.

Now

o'er

Gently

our school-days
falls !hc curtain Imv:

And we must

leave yon.

In the world

But with

We

to

go;

strongest efforts,

will try our best to prove

Worthy daughters, ever.
Of the scliool ive love.
Chorus.
Schoolmates, friends and teachers.

Dear

Now

old school

that

we

we must

love so ivcll,

leave you,

Here's a fond farewell.
Fareieell.

May

may you

you

e'r be

prosper:

good and

true.

Fareieell, ah farenrll'

Here's farcied!

Long
Be

to

you.

well remembered

the days that we've spent
Glad days and scui ones.

here.

—

In our school so dear.

When
Still

ive'rc far, far distant,

our hearts will

To our .\hna Mater,
And our lehitc and

e'er be true

blue.

Alice Paulett.

It (DiPtl^inKes

[AW

bless

my

of

ole

'Clsiss @f J^oaEae^

tllh©

worn-out, brack soul!

honey a-crvin' 'bout?
as red as goose-feet

!

What

in

1^

de worl'

is

my

Hole up yo' haid, chile. Ef yo' eyes ain'
What would Mistis say ef she could see you

heah worrvin' yo' life out? I knows 'tis some o' dat school
bizness, an' ef An' Mandy had her way 'bout it, de ole school an' all
o' its belongin's would be flung in de bottommost depths of de Mississippi
de country
Oshun.
f wish Marse Torm had neber lef his purty home in
You knowed enough
an' come heah tur gib you an eddycation, dat I do!
widout all ob us a-movin' up heah. kit an' kittle, bag an' baggage! An' all
a-settin'

fer

you

Mandy

to be

worrvm' xo' sweet

life

out. Chile, yo' han'

is

cold

as

"Oh, Aunt Mandv, I must write a class prophecy
"A whut, honev chile?"
"A class prophecy. I'm prophet, you know— I must tell what
happen to all mv classmates, but not one word have I written!
trying,

ice!

Tell

'bout it."

I

just can't, can't, cant

is

going to

It's

no use

"

"Ump! Lemme see, doan you worry yo' purty se'f no mo'; you ain' no
But yo' ole Mammy is a right good
prophet lak David and Goliath, noway.
forchun-teller.
She knows dem gals, too, she pintedly does, much as dey is
all de time a-runnin' ni heah.
I b'lieve I ken tell jes whut gwine come ter ev'y
las' one ob' em."
She sits down on a stool at the girl's feet and rocks herself backward and
forward
"Naow, ef- 1 ken onlv show you de pikchers whut comes inter my mine,
den vou ken write it out jes lak you want it. Lemme me shet my eyes a minnit
"Dar! I see dat light-haired Miss Shewdie Homes. Any one ken look at
dat tragicum walk o' hers an' tell she gwine be de light o' some circus crowd."
"Oh, Aunt Mandy, you are my angel of inspiration! That's good; goon!
will certainly be the star of some great theatrical company."
"But, honev, doan you talk ter An' Mandy! My mine woan wuk so well
ef you do; vou jes lissen an' see ef you kyarn see whut I sees, an' write it down
But, chile, you'll haf ter write monstrous fas',
lak vou wuz m\- sterographer.

Mary Homes

mv

wuks magnanimously swif. Hurry up, 'cause
Lucy Brooke. After I done heared some o' dem
mystic lak letters she writ, I ken tell she gwine write books, dese heah serious
an' solum kine whut makes folks crv when dev read 'em.
'cause

right

now

mine, when
I

it

starts,

sees dat Miss

"

De nex one

—

dat purty Miss Pattie Love Jones umph! don't I
her teach school? Not while dem roses shine so
obstreperously bright in her cheeks, an' her eves sparkle lak di'inons.
I ken
see her marrit right now, an' ter some terrible rich fellah, too, mine you.

knows

ain'

no

I

see

"Yas, ma'am, now
she tied up dat

whut wuz
jes

I

sees Miss Ellen Lee.

You

could a-tole by de

way

mine dat she wuz made fer to heal folkses' symptoms
She gwine be as good er doctor as Dr. Peter 'fo' long! You

see.

Well, 'pon

my word

so pertikler-lak tur me.

She
have a place

too, fur her.
alius

let

so' finger o'

ailin'.

wait an'

is

man gwine

"Hurry up,

will

for

an' honor, dars Miss Lennie Clemmer.
She alius look
Eve'y pin look lak it knowed its place, an' stayed dar,
be some mistis companion, an' ef you'll heah me, she'll
ev'vthing, an keep ev'ything in its place.

comes one I laks, dat Miss Carlotta Lewis; she
has a kine word for ev'ybody, an' has sech a big heart she kyarn neber
refuse a nigger a white apun or piece o' ribbin.
She gwine be de boss o' some
'cause heah

alius

cha'ity school.

"Now, look a-dar! I doan know nuttin mo' natral than ter see Miss Mary
Day, Miss Willie Hodges an' Miss Florence Edwards a-studyin' away at some
other school, after dey done inos' wo' deselves out ter a frazzlin' heah.
De^'
had ter go tur some Yankee College, too, stid o' bein' satisfied wid whut larnin'
dey already got.
" Eggzactly whut we'd 'spect!
Miss Frances Wolfe gwine be a la' ver,
anybody wid sech a glib tongue as you'all say she has in de literary 'socashun
She'll rake in money off ev'ybody, white trash an'
ain' gwine be nuttin else.
po' niggers as well.

"Yas, honey, hurry up an' write, 'cause dese pikchers is ebermore an' a-comin'
Right now I see dat black-eyed Miss Alice Paulett an' Miss Maude Anderson, too.
Dey got voices sweeter dan de martingale, an' will be singin' at
more'n one big sworry fur de President of the United States 'fo' many years
roll ober dis ole kinky haid.
fas'.

"Now comes de bes' one ob all. Miss Sue Muse. She so good, it make you
weak-lak to eben look at her. She's gwine away 'crost de oslien an' be a
missionary.
You ken res' certain she will alius be doin' good ter some po' soul.
She'll be rulin' dat little Jappan, now, I reckon, 'fo' RooshaA' will stan' enny

feel

show

at

all.

Lemon an' Miss Edith Whitley
dey had dey arms roun' one nurr. Dey
gwine lib tergether. Miss Betsey, she wil ten' ter de housewuk she ebermore
en' knows how ter clean up! I done seed her room at de Normal School.
Miss
Edith will puzzle her brain a-writin' dem lessing plans, or whateber dey is, I
hears you talkin' 'bout so much, for some teacher-paper.
"Cose

together.

I'se

boun'

Miss Betsej'

fer ter see

Ain' never seen 'em

'less

—

"Law, Miss

Bessie

Wade!

I

knows some

rich millyounairy

gwine lef her

his forchun, jes 'cause she's alius havin'

some'n lucky happen to

her.

I

ain'

when lier mouf warn spread right wide open laffin' 'bout some'n nurr.
"Look a-dar at vou-all's President, Miss Edith Dickey. Sho'lv, ef she is
sinart as ev'ybody thinks she is, she will come back an' teach in dat sixth grade
she's alius 'sputin' about.
Pitv Watkins an' Emerson will be done lef
"You'd better write a-flyin', for I sees a whole string o' school teachers
a-comin'
dar's Miss Margaret Palmer, Miss Mary Ewell, Miss Ethel Goulding,
Miss Susie Chilton, Miss Maud Newcomb, Miss Lizabeth Luttrell, an' Miss
Anna Diehl dey are gwine be de ve'y bes' school-marms in de State o' Virginny
'fo' you ken turn 'roun'.
Mine you, tho, I ain' say how long dey gwine teach ha
seen her

'

;

—

—

"Uh -huh!

Ef Miss Edith Duvall and Miss Lizzabeth
Richardson ain' de purtiest li'l gals I eber saw! You all orter be provid un 'em.
An dey gwine be de greates' belles ob deir tune, sho' ez nu' name is Mandv

Brown!
"Yonder

is

jes

look a-heah!

de one

I

neber

'Annyal,' or de some'n nurr.

see,

'less

hoine, 'cause she jes loves to eben count

de

monev.

is

cashier ob de

bank

at her

Dat's Miss Bessie Tinslev, ter

life!

"You ken

look at de pikchers Miss Olive

painted for Mistis 'birthday, an
let

she ain' talkin' 'bout money, an 'de

Ise glad to see she

tell

Hinman and

dev are gwine be de

Miss Clair Woodruff

fines' artists in

de worl',

'lone dis country.

"Ay-vav! Heah comes Miss Nellie Heath. Ev'v times he come heah ter
supper she wants ter po' de coffee or de tea, an' 'twoan be long, fom dem signs,
'fo' she'll be 'vitin' folks to take supper at her own table, an' 'tis my 'pinion
she'll have de bes' things ter eat vou eber stuck vo' tooth in. judgin' from dat
cake she made up heah on day.
"Miss Margaret Stephens?
time a few mo' years go bv
Longfellow ter shame.

she'll

Wa'al, she near 'bout talks in poetry now, an'

be writin' books

full o' it

what

will

put Marse

"Miss Myra Howard done already beat ev'ybody out o' de shoes makin'
is gwine come back an' he'p Miss Vennie wid dat manyaltrain-'em-ups whut dey jes started.
baskets, an' she

"Heah

is

dev bother, her
Sister o'

one whut neber laks to smile. She doan bother nobody, 'cepin'
fus', an' Miss Epsie Walthall will sho be one o' dese here nuns, a

Cha'itv.

"'Member dat time Mistis wuz sick an' Miss Rov Rogers an' Miss Grace
Wilson come ter rub her haid an' read ter her? Dev are jes natral-born trained
nusses

;

no use eben talkin' 'bout

"Well,

I

dem enny

mo'.

knows Miss Hattie Kelly and Miss Calvy Watson

birds out ob a cage, 'cause de3''ve finished school an' ken dance

is

happy ez

much

az dey

Dey're gwine open a dancin' hall an' teach folks to tip de light fanUmph mos' make me cut de pidgin' wing jes thinkin' 'bout it.
tasum toe
wanter.

!

!

"Now,

Fannie Pierce, so quiet-lak in a little rockin' cheer. She
home an' do fancy work. She ain' neljer
happy 'less she sewin' an' tain' nobody ken beat her, jiidgin' from dat shirtEv'y stitch look lak she thought twicet 'fo' she
wais' she gib me las' week.
I

sees Miss

gwine do nuthin'

ain'

'cep' stay at

sewed oncet.
"Bars' Miss Mamie Fletcher wid a pencil hine her year. She gwine be de
editor o' some big maggyzine, or urr paper contrapshum.
Uh"Wait now! Lemnie shet my eyes right tight an' see who dat is
huh now I see Miss May Smith an' Miss Grace Hurst teachin' away in some
kindergyarden or nurr. Dey are neber so happy ez, when dcy is playin' wid
chillun, stid o' teachin' 'em .some book sense.
"Now, honey. An' Mandy wish twuz forty mo' to tell 'bout, 'cause she feels
so good when her mine spontains so freely. But dat's all, I reckon, so I gwine
run erlong 'bout my bigness. I bet Mistis' thinks Ise los', now.
She rises laboriously and shakes her finger at the busy girl.
"Now doan you lenime see you spilin' yo' eyes a-cryin' 'bout enny mo'
Ef you doan keep yo' eyes bright, dat young fellah whut's
school-doin's.
Go long
a-waitin' for you will feel lak sayin', 'Yer done los' yer pretty looks!
.

!

an'

lemme

'lone!'

"

Lucy Hawes Hanson.

das©
.4/ last

llic

door

open

is

Arc standing on

its

Foeuiii

tcidc

and

ifc u'llli

happy

eves.

threshold, gazing at the smiling skies.

Iloie earnestly into the future do tve gaze.

With

all its

—

]'et

promises oj happy days.
pause, for other things

still -we

Not everything
Not ahvays

joy

is

ivill

and liappiness

the fates so favor

For "our only greatness

our desire,

wc

is that

iiv see:

so free,

aspire."

Our

eyes are on the future, this our graduation day.

But

let

And

us turn them once again on years noiv passed ait'av

take a farewell look at scenes so dear

.\l all the

At

many

to all.

lessons learned leithin these walls.

Whose

And

help

But

is icitli

us in the fight wc hope

classtnatcs dear,

To think

ICC

that

must

now

go.

how

in

at last ice

must leave

to lein.

our throbbing hearts
say good-bye and

thee,

But

leith us

kind protecting

let

trails,
to find.

goes the thought oj duties ive have done.

bailies fought, of victories ice

Bui

-we grieve

leave.

.{ud look into the future other leork and friends

Of

—

teachers, leho our friends so true have been.

us not upon these laurels

have icon
rest.

Bui ever

strive in life for only wlial

Then

us liavc no thought that will not us inspire.

let

As "our

only greatness

is that

is best.

we aspire."

behind,

The

K'oj-W is jiow before

So hi us iwiv

And may
wc

Although

in leays of truth

ive ne'er

let

in this

]\

ith

To do

aud

right.

attempt
that

wc

to rise

not

tire,

we aspire."

at last

must part;

us go ivith hope and courage in each heart.

With hopes

Thau

is

us say farewell, for

let

must fae

uuiy reaeh the realm of fame:

for "our only greatness

But

the future ive

ne'er falter in our aim,

But may our hearts

So

our eyes,

ready for the wiuuiui^ of the raee.

the past but be as heaeou fires so bright

To help us on

May

gel

of higher

those that

courage

to

honors for the future way

we hair

told

you

stand staunch in

aiui die for

honor and for

of to-day;
life's hot fight.

right.

Farewell, then, teachers, friends, and classnuites true.

May

nothing ever change our love

to

you.

Tlhe Lastt Will a^imdl Testemmeimft ®ff tihe
S'smloT IB Osiss of KImefteeim
Mmimdlipedl aimdl

Fnv©

the State Normal School, in the town
Edward county, Commonwealth of Virginia,
being about to depart from the bosom of our Alma Mater, and realizing the benefits we have received at her hands, do make this, our

E, the class of June, 1905, of
of Farmville, Prince

last will

and testament, as an expression

of our appreciation thereof.

we collectively and
we bequeath our class pin and a copy of The Virginian
to Miss WoodruflE we dedicate The Virginian as an expression of our gratitude
for what she has been to us in our school-life and work.
Item II. To Miss Marie Louise Whiting we express our sincerest gratitude
for her unremitting labor in behalf of the Argus and Cunningham literary socieeties, and for the new world of thought into which she has led us.
Item III. To Miss Reynolds we leave our earnest prayers for a Senior
Geography Class which will come up to her expectations; to Miss Patteson,
Item

I.

To Miss

Coulling, in token of the friendship

individuallv bear her,

;

the ability to see beautiful geometrical figures in church windows; to Miss
Freeborn, our thanks for having lightened the labors of the primary teachers by
so well preparing the children to enter the training school;
all

the brilliant ideas

we have revealed

in

Latin

— that

is,

and to Miss Rice,
of

course,

if

they

appeal to her.

Item IV. To Mr. Jarman, our esteemed President, we send a box of cigars
and a carload of autograph replies to the bi-weekly notes that have issued
from his office during the past session; to Miss Tabb, a revised version of
" Black Beauty," with all red ink entries omitted.
Item V. We bequeath to Miss Andrews classes who practice her doctrine,
"that goodness is better than gold, and character outweighs intellect;" to
Miss Alleen Andrews, our best wishes for a happy life, free from the minor
discords which usually accompany young ladies who change their names and
move into flats; to Miss Kinzer, such love on the part of all future i A and i B
classes as she has received from the past and present first-year girls; to Miss
Hills, a Senior

B Gymnasium

Class for next year.

Item VI. To Dr. Sears we leave one week's report on "The War of Rebellion
Records" only 125 volumes of 1,000 pages each, and a volume entitled
"How to Learn to Swim;" to Miss Harrison, the i A United States History
Class of 1904; to Miss Winston our deepest regrets that we have had so little
opportunity of knowing her.

—

—

Item VII. To Miss London we leave a life-size portrait of Alice, so that,
"though lost to sight," she may still be " to memory dear;" also a life-size portrait of Mary to Miss Lancaster, in order that Lois may not have any unfair advantage in Mary's absence.
Item VIII. We bequeath to Miss Haliburton, Miss Dunn, and Miss Snow
all the tadpoles, fish, bagworms, cocoons, and other Nature Study necessities
to be found in surrounding ponds and woods, the same to be procured and
delivered alive by the Nature Study Club; to Miss Vennie Cox, a ton of raffia,

and needles.
Item IX. To Dr. Winston we leave a list of names of all the girls, with
their respective counties, in order that no mistake may be made in prescribing
the right shade of pills; to Miss Meyer, in gratitude for tender ministrations, we
bequeath an empty infirmary and a week's sweet, undisturbed sleep.
Item X. We bequeath to Mrs. Newby the entire supervision of an obedient
set of girls on one of the halls of the new building; to Mrs. Thackston and Miss
Allen, our thanks for the many kindnesses they have shown us.
Item XI. We direct that a new derby be purchased for Dr. Jones to replace
the one destroyed by the school pets also that copies of all papers and reports
prepared for the Seminar during the past term be preserved in the archives of
the Department of Education as interesting specimens of erring humanity.
We hereby provide for Mr. Mattoon the most valued gift enumerated in this will,
the correct answer to his puzzling question, "How come?"
Item XII. Upon Mrs. Cochran, because of our affection for her, we do
hereby bestow a house full of girls who appreciate her as much as we do and
we lovingly bequeath Mrs. Jameson and Miss Mary White to each other.
Item XIII. We magnanimously bequeath to the future Senior B's the
originality for which we have so hopelessly striven
to the children of Virginia

willow,

;

;

;

we bequeath,

as faithful teachers,

all

members

of

this class

who

are not other-

To the flames we consign our criticism books, since their contents are burnt upon our hearts.
Item XIV. We direct that all our just debts be settled for us by Mr. B.
wise engaged.

M. Cox, and that the residue of our estate be used

in constructing a Hall for the

Literary Societies.

We hereby constitute Lucy Morton Brooke executor of this, our
and testament, in witness whereof we have set hereunto our hand and
fifth dav of June, in the vear nineteen hundred and five.
[Se.^l]

Witnesses

Carlotta Lewis,
Sue Mitchell Muse,

Ada May Smith.

last will
seal, this

Class of 1905 of the State Normal School.

Oh. month

Than

all

o] r(>scs, saL^ion 5tt'a'//_v rare,

thy sisters lunrc divinely fair,

In vain ctidcavor might an artist strive

To

cliain thy beauties, like sonic creature 'live;

He

might personify

thee,

woodland

sprite,

A maiden

not emerged from girlhood quite,

With hair

of golden yelloie

And

With rosebud
The

like the grai}i

cheeks where blnshes. lingering, have lain,
lips

and laughing, melting

brightest blue of clearest

With nwrry smile

like softest

summer

eyes.

skies.

sunshiiw bright.

Bewitching and entrancing with delight:

And

then about the picture lightly twine

A frame
And
With

of fragrant honeysuckle vinc-

croivn the -whole, all wreathed in rich perfunu
(luccnly roses bursting into bloom.

Motto:
Flower:
Colors:

A'ct scire

/a.v ct

omnia.

Violet.

Purple and

]]'liite.

OFFICERS.
Florence Ingram.
Lillian Thompson.

President
Vice-President

Hattie King Bugg
Emma Waring.

Secretary

Treasurer

CLASS ROLL
Merle Abbitt,

Florence Ingram,

Louise Adams,
Hattie King Bugg,
Steptoe Campbell,
Nellie Carneal,
Helen Childrey,

Anna

Anna

Mary

Clay,

Fennell Crawley,
Henrietta Campbell Dunlap,
Margaret Farish,
Mary Sherman Ford.

Jolliffe,
Bessie Justis,

Rochet McKinney,
Annie Pierce,

Kathleen Price,
V. Price,

Estelle Price,
Elizabeth Redd,
Clara Sanderlin,
Price Starling,

Georgiana Stephenson,
Louise Peyton Harrison,
Lillian Thompson,
Margaret Henderson,
Pearl Vaughan,
Lucy Hiner,
Grace Walton,
Nell Lngram,
Emma Waring,
Mamie Woodson.
Susie Ford,

Motto: "Si-iiipcr
Flower: Pansy.

fidclis."

Black and Gold.

Colors:

OFFICERS.

Mary Preston.

President

Eliz.^beth Clare Verser.

Vice-President

Frances Munden
Gertrude Burton.

Secretary

Treasurer

CLASS ROLL.
Ida

Dundon Ames,

Bell Kizer,
Frances Lewelling,
Virgie Clare McCue,
Lizzie

Nellie Mae Baker,

Gertrude Burton,
Margaret Brydon.
Gertie Inskeep Bowers,

Frances Munden,
Virgie Emma Nunn,

Letitia Johnston Blakey,

Mary Preston,

Margaret Gertrude Davidson,
Effie Dunn,
Mary Elizabeth Howard,

Pauline Reynolds,
Annie Laura Reynolds,
Virginia Emmeline Stubblefield,

Alice Harris,

Rhea Scott,
Mary Thomas,

Myrtle Ferne Houpt,

Mary Humphries,

Elizabeth Clare Verser,

Lillian Berlin Jones,

Linda Estelle Warren,

Pauline Brooks Williamson.

Motto:

Greater afflictions aivaii

Colors:

Flower:

iis.

Dark Red and

Jacqueminot

rose.

Gold.

OFFICERS.
Lelia Jackson.
Carrie Kyle.

President
Vice-President

Bernie Smith.

Secretary

Lucy Rice.

Treasurer

CLASS ROLL.
Florida Ashby,
Mary Coleman,
isa compton,
Bevie Cox.
Sallie Cox,

ZouLA La Boyteaux,
Annie Lancaster,
Lois Leonard,
Bessie McCraw,
Maud Mason,
Margaret Patterson,
Lucy Rice,

Carrie Duncan,
Bessie Ferguson,
Sallie Goggin,
Lelia Jackson,

Anne Richardson,
Dorothy Rogers,

Sallie E. Jones,

Elizabeth Stokes,

Carrie Kyle,

Dorothy Stone,
DeBerxiere Smith.

Motto
Flower;
:

Colors:

Fcstiiia Icstc.

Daisy.
Oliiv Green

and Gold.

OFFICERS.

Mary

President

Schoi'ield.

Vicc-Presidenl

Beryl Morris.

Secretary

Sidney Guy.
Lena Nock.

Treasurer

CLASS ROLL.
Belle Brosius,
Carrie Lee Bull,
Daisy Chapman,

Ruth Cobb,
Martha Cunningham,
zula cutchins,
Janet Duvall,
LiLLiE Everett,

Lois Gillespie,

Sidney Guy,

Frank

Jones,

Alma McDowell,
Julia Massey,
Beryl Morris,
Nan Nicholson,

Lena Nock,
Hattie Paulett,

Leonora Ryland,
Mary Mercer Schofield,
Margaret Sharp,
Margaret Tucker,
Emma Lockett Walton,
Eleanor Wiatt.

)ec©iidl
Motto:

Flower:

Excelsior.

Colors:

Golden

rod.

Red, white and bine.

.....
....••
....•••
OFFICERS.

President

Carrie Mason
Alma Walker.

Viee-PresidenI
Seeretarv

Treasnrer

Flora Thompson.
Julia Kent.

CLASS ROLL.
Juliette Hundley,
Eleanor Jamison,
Nellie Johnson,
Una Kelley,
Julia Kent,
Annie Ligon,
Ethel Ligon,
Gertrude Ligon,

Roberta Allen,

Mary Bagby,
Caroline Bayley,
Grace Beale,
Lavonia Blankexsiiu',
Ver.me Blankenshii>,
Vivian Boisseau,
Clara Burros,
Ruth Button,
Mollie Byerlev,
Elizabeth Carter,
Zella Chapman,
Fannie Christian,
Louise Co.\,
Hattie Crute,
Belle DoBiE,
Clara Duncan,
Belle Dunton,
Martha Edmunds,
Julia B. Evans,
Louise Farinholt,

Helen Fitchett,
Nannie Gilkeson,
Belle Gilliam,
Mary T. Glasgow,
Myrtle Grenels,
Sue Hamlett,
Kathleen Handley,
Elise Holland,
Edna Houff,

Lucy Lee McCraw,
Janet Mahon,
Rebecca Mann,

•

Carrie Mason,
Sallie Miller,
Agnes Palmer,

Page Pierce,
Mildred Price,
Susie Price,

Myrtie Rea,
Bessie Sampson,
Mary Schools,
Evelyn Shirk,

Lucy Sinclair,
Julia Spain,
Mary Spencer,

Maggie Taylor,
Flora Thompson,
Alma Walker,
Kate Warriner,
Louise Wood,
Jennie Zehmer.

Motto; W'c paddle our oicii
Flower: Wliitc cannUioii.
Colors:

Blue and

caiwc.

silvir.

....
....••
....
OFFICERS.

Vice-President

Minnie Blanton.
Lois Watkins.

Sccrctarv

Margaret Davis.

President

Treasurer

Vivian Meanley.

CLASS ROLL.
Mary

Adams,
Bessie Anderson,
Blanche Armistead,
Josie Baker,
Annie Barnette,
Miriam Beckett,
Ruby Berry,
Alice Blakemore,
Annie B. Bland,
Martha K. Blanton,
Mildred E. Blanton,
Mattie Bowles,
Jennie Bracey.
Maud M. Bruce,
L.

Helen Buchanan,
Selma Butler,
Rosa Caldwell,
Lucretia Clark,
Annie Clay,
Grace Clements,
Jennie Cleverius,
Ethel Condrey,

Jennie Crigler,
Annie Cutler,

Ruth Daughtry,
Wirt Davidson,
Elizabeth Davis,

Ella Davis,

Margaret Davis,
Mildred Davis,

Ada Einstein,
Isabelle Flournoy,
Julia Forbes,
Ida Fretwell,

Mattie Fretwell,
Annie Garnett,
Nora Garrett,
Geraldine Graham,
Virginia Gray,
Lucy Guthrie,
Helen Haight,

Ann

Eliza Harris,
Isabelle Harrison,

Mary

J.

Holmes,

Bessie Howard,

Mattie Hubbard,
Willie Hurd,

Marian Jones,

Katherine Pennybacker,
Kate Perry,
Blanche Piggott,
Cora Quillen,

Katie Knott,

Beatrice Rainey,
Mayo Reames,

Sallie Lee,
Annie Lindsay,

Sallie Rice,
Lucy Robins,

Gary McCraw,
Fannie Marston,
Virginia Marston,

Helen Jordan,

Mollis Mauzy,

Edith Rogers,
Margaret Schenck,
Lottie Seat,
Lucie Shelton,
Mabel Shuman,

Vivian Meanley,
Fannie Mears,
Igerna Mears,
Eva Miller,

Bessie Sibley,
Helen Steed,
Susan Stone,
Lula Sutherlin,

Fannie Moore,
Minnie Moore,
Blanche Nidermaier,

Maria Elizabeth Taylor,

Jessie Nidermaier,

Annie Urquhart,
Mabel Vaughan,
Lois Watkins,
Mary V. Watkins,
Lucy Watts,
Margaret Wiatt,
Moodie Williams.

Dundee Martin,

Bessie Noel,

Addie Ogburn,
Lelia Ott,
Anne Page,
Winnie Parsons,
Sallie Payne,

Sadie Taylor,

Graham Trent,

Motto:

Tnitli conquers all ihiiis^s

Colors:

Light blue and gold.

Flower:

Forgcl-mc-nol.

(.)FFICERS.
Prcsidcnl

Vice-President
Secretary

Treasurer

Grace Mallory.

Mary

Pierce.

Hattie R. Cox.

Mary Duphy.
•

CLASS ROLL.
Frank Arnold,

Eva Chumxey,

Irene E. Baird,
Minnie Baird,
Florrie Batten,
Lizzie Batten,
Camilla Bedinger,
Clarice Bersch,
Annie Bidgood,
Matilda Blake,
Lillian Bland,
Emma Blanton,
Martha V. Blanton,
Carrie Bliss,
Nannie Boyd,
Eugenia Bradner,
Fannie Bristow,
Dora Byrd,
Lizzie Caldwell,
Carrie Caruthers,
Jaira Chapman,

Mary Clopton,

Pearl Childress,
Hallie Chrisman,

Maggie Conquest,
Julia Covey,
Hattie Cox,
Mary G. Cox,
Gracie Cross,

Kate Crutcher,
Minnie Deshazo,
Daisy Diggs,
Bessie Dillard,
Viola Downing,
Julia Duer,
Mary Dupuy,

Beulah East,
Edith Elmore,
Maggie Ewing,
Eugenia Fallwell,
LuciLE French Fauver,
Fannie Fitzgerald,
Bessie Flournoy,
Ruth Foreman,

Co^<

2^H
¥ ^^^^H
^

i
r!

.

^

M M lyHjM

— g^ay

SiIWK^'^IB

-A

H. Ethel Foster,

Effa Fowler,
K.'VTE Fulton,
Mary Garnett,
Mary Glover,
Lillian Greaver,
NiXA Haarstrich,
Rev.v Ha.milton,

Bluma Harris,
Maybelle Hearring,
Carrie Hight,
Edna Hildebrand,
Lida Hoge,

Clara Hogshead,
Bessie Howlett,
Ethel Hubbard,
Hattie Hudson,
Pearl Hunt,
Adele Hunley,
Annie Jacob,
Jane Johnson,
Mary Johnson,
Annie Louise Jones,
Hallie King,

Mabel Peterson,
Mary Pierce,
LuciLE Pleasants,

Ella Poats,

Dora

Price,

Lelia Price,
Mary Putney,
Pearl Quigley,
Allie Raiford,

Laura Rhoton,

May

Rice,

Mildred Richardson.

Helen Ricks,
Lillian Rose,
Sallie Rose,
Bessie Rucker,
Sue Ruffin,
Ruth Schmelz,
Emma Schools,
Cassie Sheppard,
Daisy Stant,
Iris Stembridge,

Helen King,
Helen Leason,
Ada McCray,
Mary McGeorge,
Annie McLean,

Mamie Stoneham,
Frances Stoner,
Pearl Sublett,
Beulah Suddith,
Jennette Swoope,
Mary Hunter Tatum,
Ellen Taylor,

Ida Madison,

Maud Thompson.

Grace Mallory.
Flora Miles,

Pearl Townsend,
Minnie Tudor,
Hattie Turner,
Annie Vaughan,
Atala Walker,

Alice Miller,
Fannie Miller,
A. Ruth Minor,

Annie Moore,
Annie Morris,
Effie Murfee,
Antoinette Nidemaier,
Bertha Owen,
Lillian Owen,
Esther Owens,
Annie Patterson,

Vivian Williams,
Eunice B. Wingo,

Virginia Paulett,

Leonardine Wright.

Ida Walton,
Bessie Wampler,

Vedah Watson,
Happy Wilder,
Emily Williams,
Unity Williams,

First

A

Clsiss

^vrS,

Motto; Etcv

oiiiL'ard.

Colors: Purple and

Flo WEI.

old

f^old.

OFFICERS.

Mary Brightwell.
Lou Nance.

President

Vice-President

Annie Simmons.
Jean Harris.

Treasurer
Secretary

CLASS ROLL.
Daisy Bennett,

Judith Eustace,

Lou Nance,

Emma

Annie Garrow,
Jean Harris,
Sadie Holland,
Maria Irby,
Rufenia Irby,

Mary O'Brien,

Binns,

Zadie Boteler,
ROBENA BrEDRUP,

Mary Brightwell,
Edith Brown,
Joshan Brown,
Hattie Bull,

Grace Cash,
Hannah Chapman,
Bessie Clemmer,
Selma Cobb,,
Celia Pearl Cox,
Ella Dillard,
Emma Edwards,
Maggie Edwards,
Sallie Elam,

Mary Jennings,

Lucy Patterson,
Agnes Pinner,
Loudella Reed,
Annie Rives,
Ruth Scarborough,

Florence Jones,

Virginia Selden,

Nellie Jones,

Annie Simmons,

Salome Jones,
Sarah Le Stourgeon,

Margaret Lewis,
Asa Ligon,
Ora Linkous,
Emma Matthews,
Cornelia Maxwell,
Marye Moyers,
68

Lillian Still,

Florence Stoneham,
Maud Vaughan,
Esther White,
Zelia Williams,
Carrie Withers,
Doris Woody.

Omit Sridles
LuciLE Kent-- Mrs. Frederick C. Lee.
Elise Hartman Mrs. Arthur F, Pitkin.
Josephine Owen Mrs. Edward Cabniss.
Mary Mooee Mrs. James Venable.
Maggie Conquest Mrs. Ira Webb.
Hattie Hudson Mrs. Reade Thornhill.
Mamie King Mrs. Charles Price.
Grace Tarter Mrs. T. Percival Sumpter.

—
—
—
—

—

—
—

"Here's to bride and mother-in-law,
Here's to groom and father-in-law,
Here's to sister and brother-in-law,

Here's to friends

Mav none

of

and friends-in-law,

them need an

attorne\'-at-law.

My

Sc:Ihi®®Il°dlaiySs IFs^ire^^^ellll

my

('//

But

the

Our

From my

I

must part

leitli

a siui

and aching

heart;

and aching

heart,

fareieelt. then fare thee well.

fareivcll, then fare thee well.

teachers

all,

thy voices

kind and loving.

so dear:

thy presence far aivay I

Where

calling.

is

start.

thee well, dear classmates,

And my

arc falling,

school days I must part leith a sad

Then

From

Jutv

now must

school-days

Then

sail tears

icc part;

my

hour has come,

From my

Fare

how soon

neie life ifc

my

dear,

i-las';inah-s

W'hci! I think

may

am

goin.g,

not cheer.

F)earcst classmates, leeep with me.

Parting day

Then

this innsi be:

farewell, then fare thee well.

Treading once more note thy pathways so charming,
O'er each dear loved spot I fly:

May

110

rough hand touch

thee, ruthlessly

harming.

When Fvc said my last good-bye.
Must my heart be ever sore,
if T see thee never

O

farewell,

morel
fare thee ivell!

Mary French Day.

Tlhe SimderMarten
HE

Kindergarten is now finishing
second year in our school, and
seems to have demonstrated its
"excuse for being," inasmuch as
it has been increased in size, in percentage of
attendance, in the enthusiasm of its Mothers'
Meetings, and in its promise of membership
its

coming year.
There is much to attract the

for the

visitor in

rooms themselves; spacious and

the

flooded with

cheery with

sunshine,

and pictures, but unique only

airy,

plants

in their furnish-

ings of long tables, arranged in the form of

quadrangles, and
fastened to the

small
floor

in

green chairs not
formal rows, but

to be removed as occasion demands.
For the flrst half hour of the session thev
are arranged in a ring in the centre of one
of the rooms, and their small occupants
free

their
morning
prayer,
their
"good morning" to each other and
to the sunshine or the rain, their songs about the seeds and flowers, the birds
and animals, the stars and moon, the "loving mother" and dear baby; all the
sweet interests that touch their lives, and can be used to widen their horizon.
maple keys and "queer
It is at this time, too, that they inspect new treasures
little seeds," a new flower, a captive bird, a wonderful cocoon
or tell the story
of remarkable events, like the visit of an aunt, the sickness of the baby, the
A half hour
addition of a new blouse or a pair of shoes to the wardrobe.
is long as these little people can sit quietlv, and after the chairs have been placed
in orderly fashion at the tables, comes ten or fifteen minutes of exercise
marching, running, skipping, the imitation of various animals, some for muscular development, some for sense training, some for pure fun and relaxation,
but all carefully planned by the Kindergartner with a very definite purpose.
A half hour at the tables follows, and the children devote themselves to the
consideration of the "gifts," building blocks, cubical and brick-shaped; tablets,
square, oblong and triangular; sticks and rings and various other objects.

unite

hymn

of

praise

and thanksgiving,

in

their

—

—

through the use of which they get concepts of type forms, learn to observe
carefully, get a working knowledge of various terms, learn the first principles
learn to see correctly, to
of designs, work out small arithmetical problems
discriminate and judge, to will in action through the hands which are being
trained to obey the mind, and. above all, to express themselves in thoroughly
Following this comes a half hour of games, always a favorite
creative work.
time with the visitor old-fashioned and traditional games like drop the handsense games
kerchief, representative games like the blacksmith, the farmer
imitative games where all follow
for the training of eye, and ear and touch
the lead of one; each with its own special significance, as an opportunity
for developing moral qualities, but fi'om the child's point of view purely recreaThese are succeeded by the luncheon, a few moments of rest with heads
tive.
and the classes separate
a story or a picture
on the table and eyes closed
After every small
for a half hour of hard work, then reassemble on the ring.
person is ready with overshoes on, coat buttoned and hat in hand, the good-bye
song is sung, the three hours' session is over, and the small troop marches out
saying their happy good-byes at the door and effervescing with life as they

—

—

—

—

;

;

A happy little republic, eager to
the utter freedom of the out of doors.
come each morning, and, at its close, eager to go, enthusiastic in their work
and play, hospitable to guests, learning to give kind thoughts expression in
kindly ways, acquiring and using knowledge, growing simultaneously in body,
Truly a child republic!
•in mind, and in soul.
Eliz.vbeth 1. Freeborn.
feel

Tlhie Trsilminia
HE

Training School

first

^dhooH

occupied a few small rooms in the

office

now the entire first floor of the new west wing is devoted
Each room is fitted with the most approved appliances

building, but
to its use.

adjustable desks, slate blackboards, and

On

books and specimens.
in

artistic

frames.

In

handsome

cases, containing

the walls hang well chosen pictures

short, the

surroundings

are designed

arouse the highest ideals and bring out the best that
pupils

By

is

to

both

in

and teachers.
actual teaching, under the direction of efficient supervisors, the

mem-

bers of the Senior Class secure the necessary training and experience for a successful pursuit of the school-ma'am's vocation in old Virginia.

The supervisors and heads

of

departments are aided and abetted

b\-

the

children in the grades,

who

These

try to give their pupil- teachers "experiences."

To
new teacher they seem somewhat exciting, until the spirit of teaching comes
upon her, then she puts her fear awaj^ with other "childish things," and the children strongly appeal to her svmpathy and love. If they can inspire her to
young

and

citizens are wonderfully original, clever, lovable,

interesting.

a

forgetfulness of

Each
first

them, she
on "Pitching Day."

in her desire to help

self,

to take Faculty gyinnastics

will

of these grades has distinct characteristics.

grade

is

hardly be compelled

The innocence

of the

For instance; "Now, children, George Washington

irresistible.

"

was a great and good man

Future statesman, interrupting, "Miss, was he a Methodist?"
But this sweet simplicity is not to be compared to the philosophical tendency of the second grade. "If God didn't want Adam and Eve to eat the
apple, what'd He put the tree in the garden for?"

The unexpected never happens in the third grade room.
The only
of these model children is an unnatural dislike to changes in name. "Well,
Miss, there are so many teachers we can't remember them all, and that's why
we call them all 'Miss.'"
f ailing

The fourth grade is thoroughlv Shakesjjcrean.
If
the great dramatist
it, he would have changed pronouns, and said:

had visited

" Xotliiiig

it

But smacks
If

sccni.s

he had written a fourth grade soliloquy,

"Faith

The
a

Joes or

of soinctluiii; greater than itsclj.

fifth

grade

won

.'

ivc

it

"

would have begun per

force:

can cut a caper."

a picture for its

room by writmg the

best paper in a

geography contest.

awakened

to its

Like Undine, in the discovery of her soul, it has just
possibilities, and is now striving to go down in Training School

history as the "Intellectual Fifth."

Like Byron and all other geniuses, the sixth grade awoke one morning
and found itself famous. "Interesting" is not the word to describe it.
It
is original, it is versatile; yea, it is
Although it occasionally
even brainy.
gives scenes from the last play during the history period, you can only admire
the wonderful cleverness of the presentation, and love the actors in the same
old way.

To nine-tenths

of the pupil teachers the sixth grade

is

their first

affaire d'amour.

The seventh grade is a surprise. At first you compare its attractive appearance and dreamy Southern air to a coquette, but after the forcibleness of its
logic has rolled in upon you, it becomes Bostonian in your estimation.
You

onlv

know from

you can't

To

is handsome, clever and
by night. But, after all,

the beginning that the seventh grade

you think of it by day and dream
help waxing sentimental over it.

lovable; that

of

it

eighth grade seems to think too much.
dangerous as to unexpected questions. The wonder
of things has just struck it, and its eternal question is, "Whv?" But what should
be said of it is true of all— -the Training School is honored in its grades.
the average

pupil-teacher the

It is, therefore, especiallv

M.v.MiE

Edxa Fletcher.

CINDlCHl'.I.l.A IN

Fl.dWlORLAND

Deal gently with

us. ye lelio read.

Our largest liopes are niifitlfilled;
The promise still outruns the deed.
The spire but not the tower we build.
-Oliver Wendell Holmes.

)clio©l Spirit

M OYALTY
in

the principal element in school spirit, which consists

is

love

for

and pride and

faith

in

the school, as well as a

strong desire to promote her welfare by

all fair means.
Love
based upon confidence and trust in its
faculty, and in the principles for which it stands. Pupils and
teachers should be in sympathy with each other; there should be unity of
spirit and interest among them, for "in union there is strength."
This is
especially true of school life, where faithful teachers are actuated bv the same
motives, and earnest students are working toward the same goal. It is impossible to find a strong school spirit where there is discord and strife among

an institution

for

is

teachers or pupils.

We

often say,

"The

child

is

father of the

When

spirit is the cradle of school spirit.

man."

In the

same

sense, class

should be
motto, yell, flower, colors and song should be selected at once,
and used throughout the course to the Senior rear. Organization should not
be postponed until there is talk of an "Annual."
From the first, the members
organized;

a class enters school

it

its

To be perfectly loyal,
own personal desires or petty vanities.
They should allow no pupil to act in any way which will reflect on the class.
If a girl does something wrong and her classmates know of it, they should have
of a class should be jealous of the
girls

may sometimes have

honor of their body.

to sacrifice their

enough kindness and courage to right

wrong, to sustain the honor of the
and to a high ideal of
class conduct, they are likely to be loval to that larger bodv,the school, and its
school.

When members

this

of a class are true to each other,

administration.

But

it

is

not sufficient

There must be a

feeling,

that she has a part in

that students act merely as classes, collectively.

of individual responsibilit}'.

making the school what

it is

;

Each pupil must

feel

she should realize her power

and should take an active interest in all school affairs. The welfare of the school
should come before the personal affairs and feelings of either pupils or teachers.

Both time and opportunity should be furnished for the cultivation of the
life, and for participation in school organizations of various

social side of school

kinds.

The

'Tis just here that pupils

faithful

performance

manifest the highest

of assigned tasks

kind of school

spirit.

not necessarily an evidence of
cheerful manifestation of life and
is

devotion to general school interests. A
energ)', however, in promoting legitimate school interests to which one

is

not

is a proof of love for school affairs.
An active interest in the
Literary Societies, the Athletic Association, the Dramatic Club, the Glee Club,
the Young Women's Christian Association, The League, The Guidon, or The

bound by law,

do as much toward developing school patriotism as high class
For this reason, too much work is, perhaps, the greatest
enemy to enthusiastic school spirit.
An incessant "grind" leads pupils to
think of the school as a place of drudgery, which, of course, thev cannot love.
Indifferent, unsympathetic, selfish, clannish pupils hinder school spirit;
lor they think of nothing but their own pleasure, convenience, or advancement.
will

Aiiiiiial,

standing,

No

if

not more.

false, artificial barriers, or caste spirit,

for with such a spirit

it is

should be allowed to separate pupils;
the school to be put

impossible for the interest of

before the- interest of the individual.

As

a country without patriotism, so

is a school without lovaltv.
Then
work together for "the greatest good of
the greatest number."
With such a spirit of harmony and good will, what
cannot the old school do? None will be allowed to defame her on the outside,
and none will be permitted to be treacherous on the inside. Each member of
is

let all, teachers, officers,

and

pupils,

the institution will strive to do her best for the sake of the dear "old school,"
as her affection names it.
Then she will love its symbols, its songs, its banner,
its colors.
"The white and the blue" will become in truth, as in name, the

emblems

of purity

and truth

in

school

life.

Gertrude Burton,

o6'.

FrSmmer

Freslhiiffliisiini

Fciv Lcai'cs That Were Saved.

.1

Lesson

New

See the Little

She has a handkerchief

in her hand.

What

is

She

crying because she

is

What

she doing?
frightened and wants to go home.

is

she scared about?

is

The President
Isn't

must

said she

MATRICULATE.

awful?

it

Lessox
The

I.

Girl

Little

New

Girl

is

taking her

VL
Test.

first

See her bite her pencil

She has not written much on her paper.
Perhaps she is only thinking.

What

a test?

is

an endeavor to get something on paper out of nothing

It is

in the head.

Lessox VII.

The kind President has

sent the Little

New

Girl a note!

She opens it with a glad smile.
She reads; "You are not passing on these five subjects."
Where can the Poor Little New Girl go?
She is already on her wav to "Uncle Pat's."

Lessox IX.
Is

that the Little

No,

it

is

See her

New

she herself.

Girl's brother?

She

is

taking

"Gvm."

jump

is something new
She generally "skips."

That

for her.

Lesson XII.

Why
She

is

is

What

the Little

at a
is

New

Girl

up

so late?

Midnight Feast.

that?

Something grand, at which you have nice things to
wake up the girls who aren't invited.
She hears a .step in the hall.

eat,

and a chance to

The

New

Little

Girl has turned out the light.

She has gone under the bed.
She will get a dreadful sitting-on.

What

is

Be out

a sitting-on?

of

bed

after ten o'clock to-nia;ht

and vou

will find out.

Lesson XIIL

What

a beautiful, stylish girl!

Who

is

she?

She is an Irregular.
She belongs to everv class in school from First A Arithmetic, to Senior B
Gymnastics.
She is looking out of the window at a real, live man!
Oh, see her wave her hand at him!
Probabljr he will call Friday evening.

How
She

intensely interesting!

a verv brave

is

She

girl.

tries to

away the time by waltzing and

pass

writing letters.

Very often she

is

sick.

Especially on test days!

The Faculty send her notes every two weeks.
She is almost as popular with them as with the boys.

Lesson XX.

Who

is

that noble-looking

woman?

Is she a faculty

member?

Oh, no! She is a Senior B.
She is teaching in the Training School.
Let us go in and observe her.
She is not talking. The children are, though.
Perhaps she has forgotten her lesson plan.
Look how tightly she grasps the blackboard

She seems to be scared.

Do vou

see the Supervisor anywhere?
The poor Senior B has misspelled "taught" on the blackboard.
Yes, the children have noticed it! How smart they are!

There!

What

is

It

her Criticism

is

How
I

that book, almost

full of writing,

on the window-sill.

Book.

merrily the children laugh

wonder what she

is

trying to teach them.

Let us go out.
Yes, bv the time she gets her diploma she

Poor thing!

will

be a

fine teacher.

M. E. F.

A

Conaposlte Cree(
"

Some

creed

is

the backbone of every character."

believe that a Junior of the Class of 1906

I

is,

poor mortals, entitled to

of all

a creed of her own.
believe in just enough work
and nothing more."

I

this,

when

believe in loving thv neighbor next to thyself,

I

some idea
I

busy during study period

to keep ine

of

making that

— "Only

she can give you

lesson plain.

believe in studying the why's

and wherefore's

of

life,

we do

as

in A-e-i-c-n

H-s-o-y.

and vice
what you hear,"

I

believe in no neurosis without psychosis,

I

believe in "believing nothing of

and "onlv half

of

what vou

believe in "being nice" to the girl

I

believe in Huvler's

I

believe that the

bv

rest

at the

Normal School,

see."

I

much-needed

versa.

candy

Head

retiring

as a

of the

who

balm

gets a box.

for all our woes.

Home and

promptly

her assistants should get their

at ten o'clock

on the night

of a

midnight

feast.
I

I

Main

in

believe that at the sound of the rising bell
believe in

abundant outdoor

many

are called, but few get up.

exercise, especially that

which

is

taken on

street.

I

believe in helping your fallen sister

I

believe that

I

believe in the influence of example.

rise, after

"you cannot keep sunshine a

she has had a "sitting-on."

secret."

Practise does

more than precept

showing the way.
I

"Keeping everlastingly

believe in success through perseverance.

at

it"

brings the hoped-for result.

"you should never trouble

trouble, until trouble troubles you."

I

believe

I

believe that the training school and pitching

day

will

"come

to those

who

wait." and that the Juniors will conquer both.
believe that girl

I

a genius

is

who can mount each

teacher's particular

hobby and gallop cheerfully along, smiling sweetlv and serenely while she
being jolted almost out of existence.
I believe in girls.
I behave in light-headed
their heads

above water;

danger from afar;
future;

I

I

I

girls, for

is

they can always keep

believe in girls with long noses, for they can scent

believe in girls that are far-sighted, for they can see into the

believe in girls that have no afferent nerves, for their feelings can never

be hurt.

Committee on Articles

of Federation,

drawn up

r Fr.vn'ces

after
^

lass discussion

j

Lewellixc,

Eliz,\beth Verser,
.

YlRGIE StUBBLEFIRLD.

G®im® U®

Ulhe

Bo^5?sf=

"Mr.

Tune;

Rooster.

A "Mosaic," bv the Juniors, dedicated to the exasperating memor)Rock and Rye, Rex and Muff, and a score of others forever nameless.

The dogs arc
III

Upon

" priv'legcd

persons,"

numbers seen
streets of Farmvilk,

eoniitless

the

And an

the

campus

green.

"Oh. hoiv-wow-wow wow-wow!"
For "every dog must have his day
,

—

what some poeple say,
"Oh, bow-wow-ivoiv woiv-wow!"

.4/ least that's

,

The scene

of action centers

Around the S. N. S.,
For there the bow-wows gather
To rob us of our rest.
"Oh, bow-wow-woiv wow-wow!"
,

These monsters never stop a bit.
Although it seems their throats would
"Oh, bow-woiv-ivoiv woiv-wow!"
,

At night

the signal's given.

From, north, east, south and west,
And every Farmville doggie.
Starts in

to

do his

best.

"Oh. bow-wow-wow, wow-wow!
To bark and howl is our delight;
We'll keep

it

up

the livelong night!

Oh, bow-wow-wow, wow-wow!"

split.

of

At morn, from deepest slumber
We wake what mean those barks?

—

Those good-for-nothing doggies.
Are bent upon their larks.
"Oh, bow-wow-wow, wow-wow!

One minute's

rest we'll not allow;

might as well get up right now.
Oh, hoiv-wow-wow-ivow wow-wow!"

) 'oil

,

They sneak

And

into the buildings.

and walls:
They bounce from under benches,
They loiter in the halls.
"Oh, bow-wow-wow, wow-wow!"
.Aunt Patty's round, and out they go.
But still we hear them as before:
"Oh. bow-woiv-wow woiv-wow!"
seratch the doors

,

.4/

nine they come

At
.At

to

chapel:

ten they "sing in flats:"

noon they

steal

our luncheon.

At evening chew our hats.
"Oh, bow-wow-wow, wow-wow!"
Now, don't you think we've had enough
Of Rock and Rye, of Rex and Mitfff
"Oh, bow-wow-wow, ivoiv-woiv!"

Not by Buehler
"Let vour speech be always with grace, seasoned with
I

am

We
I

perfectly devoted to eggs.

had

am

a magnificent time.

four thousand times obliged to

salt."

have ten million things to do.
Oh, she can talk to beat the band!

I

perfectly

She's

you.

horrid!

—a

regular

sour-ball

had an insane desire to see her.
She iust dotes on peach ice-cream.
He looks like an elephant in babv
I

Isn't that dress divine?

monstrous.

I

feel perfectly

I

adore mail-call.

clothes.
I

Wasn't that excruciatingly funny?
I

almost

split

It will take

my

me

sides over

graduate here.
been looking

it.

He
I

thousand years to

a

all

my

eyes to go.

awfully, overwhelmingly rich.

is

had rather

die than go to the black-

board.
I

I've

would give

over creation for

am so hungry
I am going to

don't

I

stay

all

know where
night.

you.

She is the sweetest thing that ever
happened.
I love candy to distraction.
These stamens are tremendously small.

What
If I

a ridiculously pretty hat

flunk on this test I'm certain to

evaporate.

Wouldn't

it

be too heavenly to

go

home ?
I've

run

my

feet off for her to-day.

Oh, she
I

had a

You

is

such an utter darling.

fearful sitting-on.

Her eyes shot fire I certainly thought
she would take my head off
I have to study so mortal hard!

She absolutely paralyzes me with her
broad a's.

She sprung a perfectly fierce test on us
to-day. I had to be carried out on

I

!

!

shall

hear

a stretcher.

(At dinner time)
to death

beautiful, darling, precious dog!

I

am

by inches!

I

just starving

havn't had a

I

thing to eat since breakfast.
Isn't she terribly sweet

be tickled into polka dots to
it.

on herself?

I

worship that woinan. She is the
divine empress of my soul.
do think the way some people talk is
perfectly killing.

She thinks she's the whole thing.

Note — These
from the

pearls of speech were gathered

lips of students

and faculty members.

up by the Second A

Class as they dropped

know how a grizzled veteran writing up "Memoirs of WarI
I remember Mr. Naylor's looking over a list of
time" must feel.
books once during class time, and exclaiming, "Recollections of
Peace and War!" Ah? I'm going to appropriate that title when
But if you
That I am
I write up my experiences with my classes.
had been, figuratively speaking, "sawed off put in the vise or under the hammer,
drawn through an auger-hole, sand-papered, or reduced to kindhng-wood and
shavings," as I have been at frequent and irregular intervals, besides being kept
in a perennial ferment bydivers little official notes of warning in regard to my
(JW

!

,

—

—

you would fail to see where peace comes in.
rather, lack of it
There has been war in plenty. How many savage, suicidal blows have I
Have you ever been
not sustained in my infantile attempts at wood-carving?
initiated into the mysteries of a T-square and a triangle, synonomous terms for
instruments of torture? Have you ever spent days and weeks over four square
inches of mechanical drawing to have some one yell to you at the last, "Smoke
up, there; smoke up! or you won't get through next term?"
Once, while making a box, I became so confused over the multiplicity of
details and operations, that I said, "Mr. Naylor, how shall I ever get inside this
box?" With delicate, subtle irony, he replied, "Crawl in!"
One afternoon I became so absorbed in righting some of my many mechaniImagine my feelings
cal wrongs that I did not notice the flight of the hours.
when I discovered that the janitor had locked me in that dark, lonely basement!
With the aid of some one on the outside, who dragged me through the window,
When the lady of the house heard
I made an ungraceful and undignified escape.
the tale, she exclaimed, "Scrambling out of windows? That is against the rules
I trembled at the prospect.
I shall have to report you to the matron!"
The Professor, being verv much opposed to our sitting down to work, used
to hide the one stool in the shop on top of his treasure-box, but whenever
I once suche turned his back we fought like cats and dogs over that stool.
ceeded in getting it, after many bruises, but it became, in less time than it takes
progress

to tell

it,

a genuine "stool of repentance."

For the benefit of the future manual-trained I should say that the trainer
has a zeal amounting to passion for law and order. Ah, me! What woe has my
What "roastings" have I not endured
carelessness not brought upon me?
because of the manv things I have left scattered about.'
And so, at the end of one session and there are yet others ahead for me—
my teacher firmly believes that he has done penance for all former sins by his
As for me, I feel assured of entrance into
efforts to teach me manual training.

—

a future state of bliss,

if

such

is

to be

won

b)'

tribulations here.

Margaret Willoughby Sharp,

'07.

May morning, near the end of the second term, I
was sitting on a pile of old lumber in a shadv corner of the
campus, reviewing for a history examination.
I was interrupted by heavy footsteps behind me, and turning around,
I
saw Elizabeth Evans running toward Mary Martin, who
was sitting near me.
"Oh, Mary!" said Elizabeth with joyous excitement, "I

|N'E bright

have passed on my English! Isn't that fine?"
She was evidently not
"Fine!" echoed Mary, but without enthusiasm.
in good spirits.
"Yes," continued Elizabeth, "and I intend to sit in that very same seat
next term, if I possibly can. I told you I should have good luck if I could only
You know she was the teacher's
get the seat occupied last term by Elsie Horton.
favorite. You see I did too. But there! I mustn't be bragging!" And she rapped
her knuckles against the rough wood with force enough to make her frown with
pain.

"Did Alice pass?" asked Mary, with sympathetic interest.
"No, you know she sat on the back seat, and was, besides, number thirteen
on the class roll. I wouldn't have been in her place for anything, would you?"
"No, indeed," replied Marv fervently; "as it is, I sleep with a rhetoric under

mv

pillow every night."

"What good does that do?"
"Why, that keeps me from missing my

me from getting
I

threw

it

away

'Poor'

on

at once.

my

There

!

I

daily recitations; but

it

didn't keep

never intend to use that old pencil again.
have dropped my book !" she exclaimed with

last test.

I

vexation.

"Oh,

kiss

kiss it!"

it,

begged Elizabeth.

Mary picked up the book and

kissed

it

affectionate!}' several times,

sighed as she said, "It won't do one bit of good, though.

my

It's

too late

now

but
to

bound to be a blue Friday for me. I had hardly got
out of the bed this morning when I began to sneeze, and you know what
sneezing on Friday means! The next minute I caught myself singing singing
before breakfast When I started down to breakfast I found I had forgotten my
belt, so I had to turn back; and when, at last, I reached the table, there were
two forks by my plate. I tremble to think what is in store for me this day."
change

This

luck.

is

—

—

!

"Well," said Elizabeth, with a bright smile, "I expect things to go well with
this test, for I have taken every possible precaution. I put on a fresh
shirt-waist this morning and fastened it with my wish-bone and four-leaf-clover

me, even on

pins, as

vou

These are

see.

mv

best friends on examination days.

This

is

my

used when I made 'Excellent' on my algebra
"I just
test.
I got a letter at mail call this morning," she continued happily.
knew I would, because I hung up that hairpin I found yesterday afternoon."
The sound of a bell startled us. Mary jumped up quickly, exclaiming,
"Oh! there's the chapel bell! I forgot to buy test paper! I will just have to submit
lucky pencil, too

:

it is

the same one

I

some this time, but it will pitch me sky-high, I know it will. As
you usually pass on your tests, I think it will be safer to borrow from you. Won't
you please lend me some?" she pleaded.
"Yes, gladly. Here are six sheets. I haven't been to chapel for a week,
to borrowing

but I wouldn't dare to miss this morning. Come along, for luck; perhaps it will
counteract some of your misfortunes."
They walked toward the Assembly Hall door, asking each other history
questions as they went, but before they reached the steps I heard Mary's voice
again.
"Oh, I went on the wrong side of that tree! My doom is surely sealed
now!" she wailed. "Was there ever such an unfortunate creature?" She ran
frantically around the tree to the opposite side and clasped her friend's arm,
but for once Elizabeth's S)'mpathy failed, and she did not look at her despondent
companion. She had excitement enough of her own. She had found a pin with
the point toward her, and was deeply interested in sticking it under one tiny
thread of her waist, so that it would be sure to drop out.
one of entire satisfaction with the result.

At

last,

arm

Her expression was

in arm, thev vanished within the chapel door.

I

followed

and sank into a back seat just as the morning exercises began, but I
heard not a word. Mv memory was busy with the signs of the times, and I
wondered, somewhat sadlv, how many devout worshippers of the little god of
luck sat around me.
slowly,

Merle Abbitt.
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SCICNKS

AROUND FAU M VILLr:

Iim

I

fitful

—

—

%

^ggggggg^

region

Although

f ieldls

fever was over," so I journeyed to the Styx.
As he rowed me across the river, Charon told me that
Rhadamanthus had judged all Virginians
just because they
are Virginians
worthy of an eternal home in the Elysian
Fields.
He courteously asked me to what part of that happy

J"*^J^J^**^-IFE'S

x

Elyslaim

tllh©

I

I

wished to

had seen much

go.

of the world,

mv

strongest love

was given

to

those

"Bright college years, with pleasure

The

rife.

shortest, gladdest rears of life."

begged, therefore, to be taken to the old State Normal School.

Charon
had been introduced to him by our Professor of History,
who was also fond of rowing, I felt at liberty to ask the cause of his amusement.
"Do you know?" he replied musinglj', "it is ever thus.
Each 'Normal
girl' insists upon being sent to this educational department o'f Pluto's kingdom.
That is not astonishing; but it would bring tears to the eyes of a mortal to hear
the Hampden-Sidney and V. P. I. boys imploring me for admittance there."
The Sty?; is a noble river, rich in historical memories. I wished from my
very heart that I had not forgotten mv note-book, but I felt comforted when
Charon assured me I should have the pleasure of studving the stream, since the
geography classes often visited it.
As I neared the bank I beheld a sight which made my very soul recoil.
There, chained to a rock, like Prometheus, was a man in sore agony, tormented,
like Orestes, by the Furies.
Mercury, the messenger of those "Plutonian shores,"
told me, in explanation, that our doctor's thread of life had been suddenlv cut
by Atropos, and that he was, throughout the aeons of eternity, condemned to
I

smiled knowingly.

own

take his

When

As

I

"bitter pills."

reached the shore who should be standing there, with outstretched
hand, to help me from the boat, but our steward.
As he hurried me away I
could see that he was the same genial, kindly man of the old time. Just a block
or two around the corner, I saw again those stately, colonial buildings, the pride
of our President's heart.
How those memories that bless and burn came crowdI

my

ing into

brain!

was hurried through the halls to my room with the comforting
ance that mv roommates were "such sweet, nice girls," I realized that
As

I

assurI

was

late in arriving, for the place

was crowded, and many

my

of

friends were already

almost ran against two girls who had grown together. I wondered if
Adjusting my glasses, I discovered that
the Siamese twins were among us.
they were Bruce and Fannie. At last they were really inseparable.
there.

I

Ah, another familiar face! What would the home be without "the baby?"
remained the ever-faithful nurse; but as she was also the
expert chemist's assistant, she was kept very busy in the laboratory, except
when she was attending to Baby Jim, eating gum-drops, or buttoning her shoes

Mary Sch

with her trunk key.

As

wandered about, sadly reaUzing that

I

earthly "greenness," which flattering friends call

diasppointed.

I

had not yet outgrown

I

my

had counted upon hearing some

"freshness,"

of the ancient

I

my

felt bitterly

famous musi-

cians.

"O why
stilled?"

is

O why

the Ivre of Orpheus hushed?

are the voices of the Sirens

asked.

I

"Why, don't you know? Since the
Little Hattie "drow-sy-ly" replied:
Glee Club's arrival, Pluto has discovered that the lyre of Orpheus is out of tune
and the Sirens' productions out of date, so they have all lost their jobs."
In several places

I

saw average-sized women madly pitching girls
sky-high.
Mine eyes had grown dim in the

twice as large as themselves

—

—

soi-ne

service

Normal School, so I did not recognize them individually; but when
heard the poor girls moan, "Repeat, repeat evermore," I again realized that
was in the presence of the champion pitchers of the Old Dominion.
of the

How
who

I

pitied the patient teachers!

believe so

much

They were

still

I

I

contending with pupils

in the virtue of constancy that they will never pass out of

certain classes.
I never abandoned some studies;
I myself am a most constant creature.
mathematics was one of them. How I struggled and longed to be like my
teacher, whose very thoughts were theorems.

else.

Since the Professor of Psychology arrived, Cerberus will not notice anyone
With this decided
I have heard that dogs are fine judges of character.

preference,

and the

flattering attentions of Pestalozzi

and Froebel,

fear that

I

the good Doctor will have his head turned.

The next morning when
L

,

whose ambition

I

— not

was hurrying
to

laugh

to the

Assembly Hall

seemed realized

I

saw Annie

after a lifetime of

labor.

Will not this
I

make

the Physical Director's heart rejoice?

asked the cause of her dejection.

can I ever smile again?" she replied, brokenly, "when poor Lizzie
Oh, how I lament her fate! It was so tragic for her to be tickled into
And then there is Julia pining away! You know she is very
polka-dots!

"How

Ki

—

fond of children, especially 'Kid;' and he hasn't come yet.
is still

asking. 'Which shall

it

be''

And

'Cousin Lucy'

But

'There are things of which I niav not speak
There are dreams which cannot die.'

"Then, too, the

Atom and

Molecule are beginning to be the whole thing.
wrecked! And as if these were not enough troubles,
the Teacher of Reading still insists upon our 'getting the thought and giving the
thought' as if we could have her thoughts, 'which bless her who gives and
her who takes
Oh me oh me I am in despair And Kathleen the onh' person
in all this world who sympathizes with me!"
She became more cheerful, however, when Mary F
passed by and
stopped to sa5^ "Now, you must not do that! I know how it is, I do it myself."
After opening exercises I went to class armed with mv Caesar.
There I
saw three new girls, dressed either in white kimonos or Delsarte gowns. The
Latin teacher must rejoice over their pure Roman pronunciation but their translations were miserable.
I have not any curiosity, but simply a desire for knowledge.
After class, I asked them their names and the names of their counties.
One, who looked like the daughter of an actress, stepped forward and said,
with graceful gestures and perfecth- filled vowels:
"Patria nostra est Roma"
(I didn't put that in my map of Virginia) "est sumus Caesar, Vergil, Ciceroque,
magistra tua tibi fuit quare"
The breakfast bell was ringing, and I should have to miss mv breakfast!
Vengeance is mine
Therefore all the world shall know of the dreams
I dreamed when I should have been dressing.

The laws

of physics will be

—

!'

;

!

i.s

!

;

!

E.

Winifred Browx,

'o.S.

^©semary
HE

The girls walked
groups on the campus, enjoying the
peaceful twilight hour.
Over bv the rosemary bed Celeste Patterson and Margaret Page sat idlv swinging in a hammock: they
were long silent.
"Oh, the vesper service was beautiful!" said Margaret, speaking

vesper service was
up and down, or sat

just over at Russell College.
in little

"Dr. Strong's talk, 'Unto Others,' went right down into my
We mustn't be selfish any more. Celeste, or we can never
"
grow into that helpful, charming womanhood he pictured.
"We must try very hard to remember," said Celeste.
"Perhaps we shall need something to help us," added Margaret, leaning
"'There's rosemary,'" she
over to break off two sprigs of fragrant rosemarv.
quoted, giving one to Celeste, " that's for remembrance prav, love, remember.
" Celeste. I must tell vou what I'm going to do 'unto }'ou next month when
vou graduate, " Margaret continued impulsiveh' " I just can't keep it anj' longer.
I'm going to give you the loveliest roses in the State, and, oh, so many of them,
I've saved and saved my nickles and dimes, and the hoard has grown
Celeste!
"
wonderfully for spendthrift me.
"Oh, Margaret," exclaimed Celeste, "I love roses better than anything
You dear! How shall I ever thank you?"
else.
"Well, you have a whole month in which to consider that important sub"I'm so glad you like the idea," she continued.
ject," answered Margaret.
"Oh, Celeste, vou will look lovely that wonderful night when you receive 3'our
diploma.
I can see vou now, sitting there in your dainty white dress, and surrounded bv flowers. There will be Brides' roses, La France roses, American
Roses, roses, roses; a whole garden full!"
Beauties, and hundreds of others.
And Margaret and Celeste fell to dreaming of that graduation day.
Presently the sound of an anxious, distressed voice, floating down from an
upper window, broke the silence.
"I shouldn't mind it at all, if it were not for my mother," somebody was
saying somebody who was also thinking of that graduation day. The voice
belonged to Hester Graham; plain, awkward, reserved Hester, who had little
to do with the other girls.
"I'm stiff and ugly and unpopular, you know," the girl continued, with an
unsteady voice, "but mother does not dream of it. She thinks I am just like
other girls.
She is coming to see me graduate, and she says that half the pleasfirst.

heart.

^

'

;

'

;

—

i

ure of her visit will be in seeing

me

fairly

covered with flowers.

She supposes

by some magic power, when they graduate. But nobody cares for
me, so I shall not get a single one, not even a buttercup. It will hall kill her, "
Hester ended bitterly.
"Oh, poor Hester," murmured Celeste. Margaret said nothing. The
fragrance of the rosemary in her hand awoke a thought which made her heart
sink.
Did "unto others" mean unto Hester Graham?
all girls are,

Commencement night at last! Celeste, from her place among the fluttering,
happy-faced graduates, looked down on the audience, and saw her dainty, bright,
beautiful mother by Margaret.
Near by sat Hester's mother, a care-worn,
faded, shabbily-dressed woman, but with loving eyes which rested upon the
plain little daughter on the opposite side of the stage.
Again Celeste murmured,
"Poor Hester!" but her eyes lingered only a moment upon the other girl, who
sat with downcast eyes and hands nervously clinched together.
With an effort
Celeste gave her attention to the programme.
In a little while it was all over: the address was finished; the diplomas
were delivered; and the ushers were hurrying happily about, distributing flowers
and gifts. Among Celeste's many remembrances there was nothing from Margaret.
What could it mean? Where were those promised roses? At the very
last minute, an usher brought her a quaint little basket filled with rosemary.
Celeste looked at the card with the unusual gift.
"Miss Margaret Page," she
read, in amazement.
On the other side she found, "There's rosemarv that's
"
for remembrance; pray, love, remember.
But Celeste did not remember. A basket of rosemary
Her lips quivered,
and her puzzled eyes sought Margaret's face, but they never found it; they fell
first on Hester's mother.
The thin, tired face was transfigured with pride and
happiness.
What wonder! On the other side of the stage, Hester, with flowers
heaped around her, and one great bunch held lovingly against her cheek, sat in
joyful bewilderment.
There were Brides' roses. La France roses, American
Beauties, and hundreds of others.
Roses, roses, roses; a whole garden full, it
seemed
;

!

Celeste flashed a radiant smile to Margaret, for at last she

remembered,

and was glad.
Flor.\ Thomhson,

'07,

Argus Literary

Society.
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or hand. In rare instances
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it is

vour
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capital.
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children,

?

are going to study about a Woman's Heart. Tell me
know about this great empire. What is the latitude
of a Woman's Heart ? (The answer I shall expect is 'io" north.1
What is the longitude of a Woman's Heart reckoning from
all 3-ou

me

about

soutli.

Sp.

See
2°

It is

tliis.

Iiicorn-ct

The standard me-

matter.

Good Looks. Be
you know meaning of

ridian

sure

is

I

the standerd meridian of Man's Heart'?

(Because

Capital.

Famous

terrific

for

storms.

For amusement they are
verv valuable.

Why

it is

is

so

bordered largely by curiosity.) For what
(Contains Isle of Alan.)

Now,

sucli

word

in diction-

ary.

animals found in this ocean. (Dudes, college
Value of these animals? (Worthless.)

)

children,
It is

you something interesting about
all of the oceans^and most
Isle of Man.
There is room
the boats that sail on this ocean, and

shall tell

I

the stormiest of

on the

enough for only two in
when three get in there

is

usually a capsization.

What can you

say of the peninsula of Prevarication?
really a part of the Isle of Man.)

Which
Capital.

)

How

Flirting and the

are

of Flirting

Name

on

is

This Lost River of Happi-

sometimes redis
covered by cou])les on
moonlight strolls, etc
ness

is

Do you mean burnt
donx

iDillet

?

You missed

the thought
of the lesson by laying emphasis on the Isle of Man.

Isle

of

Man

this strait

What

is

the Sea of Deceit

sincerity?

famous

?

?
(By
(By action

seperated

formed

?

(Its inhabitants are

(A big

desert.)

For

(Wrecks.)

lost river on the Isle of Man ?
(Lost River of HappiAccount for this. (Due to an earthquake on 111 Temper
and Revenge.)
What makes Fickleness famous? (Its great
)

summer
What
Man?
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(It

the effect of the Volcano of Fury on the Isle of
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Why
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not sure about some of your
See Encyclopedia
matter.
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Man.

What

ness.
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description of
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result of a short voyage.
Watch your spelling. I am
It

How
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)

Isle of

;

what

It is

)

Strait of Jealousj'.

the
Also verv musical
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S
its Iv-res.

(

are the smallest states? (Piety and Energy.
Why?
and Worry have seized their lands. Which are the
and strongest states?
(Curiosity and Desire to Rule.

(Env}', hate,
largest

Sp.

the

Name some
boys, etc.

of these storms arise

No

is

Ocean of Love famous?

this ocean.

Punctuation

Name ocean, plain, volcano, inmuch known of the Ocean of Love ?

Describe physiography.
dentations.

words.

is the coast surrounding the Ocean of Love so irregu(Because the ocean is wearing the heart away.) What

will eventually

conquer

Isle

of

Man?

(Tact,

Policy,

and

Persistence.

How many states make up a Woman's Heart? (TwentyWhy does the government of a Woman's Heart resem-

ble that of Central America?

(Because

it is

in constant re-

bellion.)

Do not

be embarassed it
children ask questions, for
this is most interesting lesson in the Eighth Grade.

I shall,

in closing, have a short reviev

special stress

on

Isle of

Man.

of le

laying

[AST

—

heard a voice, low and indistinct a whisper without
Hstened again it was deep and sad from out the bygone
At last I heard the words, "What I
years it seemed to come.
Mv own simple story but listen, and you
shall tell you, write.
ni,s,'ht

words.

I

I

;

;

—

shall hear

it:

Dorothy, as she stood beneath
We were watching the little
humming-bird as he darted in and out among the twining branches of the VirSuddenly he darted towards us. 'Oh don't!' she whispered, as
ginia creeper.

"Ah,

I

see her

now, the

the elm with me, her

I

reached out

little

my hand

little

maid, the

little

knight, by her side.

to catch at him.

"'There now; he's gone! You frightened the poor little thing. You are a
bad bov, and I won't stay with you any longer.
"She turned I saw her no more, but fell forward into blackest darkness.

—

"'Indians!' they told me.

It

was Indians who stole the little maid and
I was found, after a long, long search.

***********

me

left

unconscious under the elm, where

But the

little

maid could not be found, search

as they would.

—

"Years passed, my childhood days had almost vanished, all save one sweet,
hour when I stood beside a little maid under the elm tree, the rest was
but mist in the distance. I was a man.
"France and England were at war, and America was the battle-ground.
Like loyal Virginians, we fought for King George. A company of us, on our
wa)' to join the English forces at Fort Henry, encamped in a dark foi-e.st for the
night.
Mv comrades slept while I kept watch. I know not why, but, as I paced
back and forth in the lonely night, a vision of other days rose before my eyes.
I was a child again, standing beneath an elm, and a little maid, with an angry
I heard her say again, 'You are a bad boy, and
flash in her eyes, stood bv me.

—

bitter

I—'

"What
woman.

is

She

that shadow that glides
is

among

the trees?

creeping stealthily towards me,

— she

Hush

!

—

It

is

stands beside

an Indian

me

— she

speaks rapidly:

The Indians are coming
"That voice, that voice!
"'

thy

!

Be ready!'

Quick!
It is

—

it

cannot be,

— Oh,

Heaven,

it is

— Doro-

Dorothy

"But
it

!

she was gone;

the shadow had vanished into the darkness whence

came.

"Dazed, stupefied,

I

called the

men

to arms.

They were

scarcely

awake

blood-curdhng war-whoop. A
hand-to-hand fight an awful moment they were gone. I looked
around on my comrades. Only a few remained.
"I grow faint. Whence comes this blood on my breast? From my heart?
Let it bleed; it has bled before. O, Dorothy, Dorothy!
" Dorothy is here
A tall form kneels beside me a dear hand clasps mine

ere the silent depths of the forest rang with the

—

quick,

—

!

'

sweet

lips

touch

my

;

cheek.

"'You will not leave me again, Dorothy?'
"'Never, dear one.'
"An arrow, sent by a vengeful, skulking red-skin, finds

its

mark

— Doro-

thy's heart.

**********

"'And
thy'"'
I

I

will

go with vou, sweetheart.

listened intently, but the voice

I

am

coming, coming now, Doro-

had ceased, and

I

heard only the trembling

of the leaves in the night wind.
S--\LLiE Jones. 'o6,
Cniuiinzham Literary Society.

^S THE

clock struck

five

the pretty stenographer in

John R. Crandall, attorney, sighed with

relief

the office of

and began

straight-

ening her papers preparatory to leaving for the night.
"Miss Brewster," said the deep voice of the young man, as he
entered the inner office with a telegram in his hand, "I am called to

my grandfather's funeral. "
"I

notice.

The young lady started, but Mr. Crandall did not
be gone for a week, so the office will be closed and you must

shall
"

have a vacation.
"I am very sorry to hear of your trouble, Mr. Crandall. Is there anything
I can do to help you get ready?"
" No, nothing that I can think of, thank you. "
The words sounded cold and business-like enough, but the voices were
somewhat unsteady, and their hearts were speaking in a different strain. The
"
man thought, "As soon as I come back I must tell her. I cannot wait longer.
The maiden, too, was hiding a deep love, and she longed to comfort this strong

man

in his sorrow.

As it was, they
from the office.

said an almost

awkward good-bye, and Mr. Crandall

hurried

—

"What if he knew all as
Miss Brewster looked sadly at the closed door.
now must " she whispered. "But it was the only way to please the dear old
man. And now he is gone!" She gave way to grief, but in a few moments she,
!

he

She also must go to that
was making hurried preparations for a trip.
and she must follow the young man on a later train. Unknown to her
employer, she had, until a few months before, when she entered his office, been
a near neighbor to Judge Crandall, his grandfather, and the comfort of the old
man's heart.

too,

funeral,

*** ***

**

John Crandall sat, for the first time, in the home of his fathers. His grandfather had been estranged from his only son, Robert, John's father, for so many
years that the young man had never seen the fine old home place of the Crandalls.
The lonely, stately dinner was over, and John sat in his grandfather's great
leathern chair before the blazing fire in the library, and dreamed of misty memHe thought of the stern old man, unsoftened
ories as the restful night comes on.
life's rugged way, forced to yield his will at last to a stronger
thought, then, of his manly father and gentle mother, who had
Then he saw in imleft him desolate, dying within a few weeks of each other.
agination a scene of bitterness which had occurred before that great fireplace,

and undaunted by
power.

He

and he groaned aloud for the pity of it. It was the old, old story of filial disobedience and fatherly sternness all because of a fair woman.
The plantation next to Judge Crandall had belonged for many years to Mr.

—

Randolph. This gentleman's daughter, Mildred, and Robert Crandall, had
been destined for each other, not, as you might suppose, by kind fate, but by
The handsome boy and girl grew up loving each other as the
their parents.
When the time for a settlement came, the
best of friends and dear comrades.
young people were surprised at their parents' scheme, and in hot rebellion refused to enter into any nearer relation than that of their beautiful friendship.
They would have given in easilv enough, no doubt, if each had not pledged vows
of love to

some one

else.

won by a young doctor, noble in character, but with his
make, while Robert had poured his deepest love into the heart of the
Mildred and
little sad-eyed governess who taught the Randolph children.
and Robert had sympathized with and encouraged each other in these attachments, which they had carefully hidden from their proud families.
A strong and passionate scene occurred between the judge and his wilful son.
"Bob," the judge said sharplv, one evening, "when are you and Mildred
Mildred had been

way

to

going to consent to this marriage?

time

like this?

In

my

day, young

What in the world is the use in wasting
men had some spirit, and wooed, won. and

"

were wed in less than six months.
Robert answered, in pained constraint, "Why, father, you already know
I am very fond of the little girl, but I do
that Mildred and I will never marry.
"
not love her, and she does not love me.
"What, sir? Do vou reallv mean it? You'll not marrv ? Why not, sir?
Love? That will come. Why, I have planned this ever since you were tiny
"
children and came running, hand in hand, to meet me.
His tone changed suddenly, and he said lovingly, almost pleadingly, "But
perhaps you're just in fun, my boy. Come, now. Bob, be sensible; tell your
I'll give you the old Craig mansion, furnished in the handfather you'll do it.
"
somest fashion, if you will take Mildred there as your bride.
The young man spoke impetuously: "Oh, father, father, you don't know
anything but
I would do anything in the world to please you
what you ask
then, defiantly, "I love another
this!
It would be wrong
I can't do it"

—

!

—

Dorothy Manners

On one

—

— and mean to marry her, too, please God!"

side of the glowing hearth stood the

head held high, and

his face

young man, with

his

white and determined in the flickering

handsome

firelight;

the

Judge, stately, proud, terribly stern, faced him in silence for a full, agonizing
minute; then his words came like quick, stinging hailstones:
"A nursery governess! A nobody! You would dishonor your name and
familv.

Leave

this house, forever!"

An

hour later, in the quiet parsonage near by, with Mildred herself as witRobert and the winsome girl for whom he gave up his
ness, they were married
inheritance and all share in his father's love.
But, with Dorothy's hand in his,
and her sweet, true eyes looking into his, he felt no sense of loss. They went to
live in a distant city, where, by means of a very modest income that Robert had

—

inherited from his mother, they
ert

a simple,

man

happy home.

In time Rob-

charmbut they often spoke wistfully and compassionately of the
who refused to see them, even name them, but lived on wilfully alone

ing circle of friends
old

made

became a successful lawyer, and he and

his dainty wife entered into a

;

and miserable.
John Crandall had been surprised, therefore, when summoned to his dpng
grandfather.
He had been still more astonished when the old family lawyer
informed him that he was the heir of all his grandfather's estate, except a
competence given to the faithful butler.
"The will is to be read tomorrow," said he.
Unable to keep still longer, the young man sprang to his feet, to pace restlessly up and down the darkened library.
The lawyer had informed him that
strange conditions were attached to the will, and that another was concerned in
it, a young lady, who would arrive tomorrow.
When asked her name he had
curtly replied, "Wait until tomorrow.
This much will I say She is the daughter
of Mildred Randolph, whom your father refused to marry!"
They were gathered in the dimness of the library, a constrained group the
:

—

wizened attorney, the white-haired butler, the broad-shouldered, square-jawed
young man, and a slender girl in black, heavily veiled. A dry, sharp voice broke
the stillness:

my grandson, John Robertson Crandall, all real
and personal property belonging to me, being determined
He shall, however, make reparanot to lay on his head the sins of his father.
tion for those sins, or relinquish the estate; if, at the end of a year, he shall not
have married Dorothy Brewster" John sprang to his feet at the name "the
daughter of my friend, Mildred Randolph Brewster, the whole of the aforesaid
"'I do hereby bequeath to

estate, lands, bonds,

—

—

property shall revert to her.

John stood electrified by this strange voice fromi the dead, and gazed in bewilderment at the young girl, who now, with trembling hands, put back her veil,
and lifted uncertain, tearful eyes to his. In an instant he was bending over her
shaking form. She put up deprecating hands.
"Oh, Mr. Crandall John you must let me explain your grandfather
made me do it you must know
But he was holding both hands, and would not let her go on.
" Dorothy, my Dorothy, I know enough for the present to make me the happiest man on earth.
How can I thank the good, dear man, whom we must both
call grandfather!
Sweetheart, we were destined for each other from the third
generation behind us. Are you afraid, dear, to meet your fate?"
The lawyer and the faithful servant hurried discreetly from the room, for
Dorothy's love-lighted eyes said she was not afraid.

—

—

——

—

Mary Mercer Schofield,
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members from

the

Cunningham

OUNG women

who leave home to enter a boardingschool find their surroundings different from those
roof. In the new life broader opportunities are offered and higher desires are born.
At the same time new difficulties and temptations
must be overcome, and as she stands face to face
with such problems she longs for father's wise
counsel, mother's loving guidance, brother's and
She misses
sister's svmpathy and encouragement.
the sweet, restraining influences of home.
under father's

HERE

can she find most help? Who will give her
a cordial welcome, and in loving kindness help her
adjust herself quickly and happily to new scenes and
What power will be strong enough to keep
duties ?
her from abusing new libertv or breaking new laws ?
Where can she find encouragement to patience,
kindness, and courtesv, or incentives to faithfulness
and honesty in her daily work? What will help to
provide her with pleasant social relations and
enduring friendships?

HRISTIAN

girls will find these questions answered
in part, at least, by the Young Women's Christian
Association, which here numbers over three hundred.
It offers them a field for the continuation of Christian activities, begun perhaps in the home church.

Its

programmes, prayer-meetings, and committees

furnish them opportunities for worship, and, better
experience, which, while it
still, a most helpful
deepens their own spiritual lives, will, at the same
training for future
invaluable
time, give them
Is not such prepaleadership in the higher life.
ration of vital importance to a true teacher?

XD

the irreligious

girl finds

here her opportunity, too.

home influences, associates, or her own wandering, unhappy will, have previously kept her from
If

the

Christian

life,

she

finds in

the

Association,

where she will receive sympathy, encouragement,
and love, a chance to begin under the best possible auspices. The Association heartily welcomes all
girls, new and old, pretty or slow, clever or otherwise.
It furnishes the strongest "tie that binds"
girls

together in school

life.
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Everv time.

The Seminar course

consists of a thorough study of the National Educational

reports for 1903 and 1904.

Each leader

is

held responsible for one department

meeting, at which reports and reviews of the various articles are read.

/.
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......
....
......
.....
......
.......
.....

Elizabeth Richardson.

Kiudcrgartcu Department

Primary Department

///. Debate
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Thai

the
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effeei

0} eo-ediieaiioii

the sexes is henefieial
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V.
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Manual Training
Art Education
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A'.

Physical Education
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Edith Whitley.
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Clair Woodruff.

Maude Anderson.
LucY Brooke.
Myra Howard.
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Alice Paulett.

.
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.

.

.
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Phi
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Ori'iciAL

Hollins Institute.

Randolph-Macon Woman's College.
Gunston Institute.
Fairmont Seminary.
St.
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Kappa Alpha

Rho Omega

Normal School.
Chatham Institute.

State

Mary's School.

University of Alabama.
Florida State College.

Judson College.
Columbia College for Women.
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Organ: "The Angelas."
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Lelia Madison Jackson,
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Carrie Bruce Morton,
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Mary Venable Watkins,
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violet.

Purple and white.

CHAPTERS.

Alpha
Beta

Gamma
Delta

........
.......
....
.....
......
.....

Hollins In.stitute, Virginia.

Alumnae Chapter

Hampton,

CHANT.
Ra! Ra! Ra! Re! Re! Re!
We're the Sigma Sigma Sigma, See!
Who are vi'e? Who are we?
Girls of the Sigma Sorority.

IN FACULTATE.
*Natalie Lancaster.

IN URBE.

Anne Richardson,

Edna Cox,

Elizabeth Richardson,

Maud Mason,

Rhea

Elizabeth Stokes,

Scott,

IN COLLEGIO.

Merle Abbitt,

Kathleen Price,
Mary Schofield,

Annie Lancaster,
Ellen Lee,

Lucy Sinclair,
Lois Watkins.

* Absent

Virginia.
Virginia.

University of Nashville. Tennessee.

.

EpsiLON

State Normal School.

Woman's College, West
Randolph-Macon Woman's College,

when

picture

was taken.

Virginia.

Alpha Chapter.

Organized

Chartbred

1S9S

Colors:

Turquoise blue and

1902.

steel grav.

Flower: Double white violet.
Official Organ
"Themis."
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......
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.
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State Normal School, Virginia.
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Woman's

College,

College,
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Virginia.

South Carolina.

Mary Baldwin Seminary,
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Fauquier Female Seminary, Virginia.
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Margaret Russell Patterson.

Hattie Virginia Kelly.
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Hattie Kelley
Dorothy Rogers.
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Aim
To stand up for your own rights.
Favorite Saying: That doesn't cut any ice
Motto: United ive stand, divided we jail.
:

luitli nic.

Bess Howard
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Dr.
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Fannie Marston.
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YELL.

Hiyi

Who

!

Kiyi
are

we?

Sumus, sumus
Populi,
S.

ELf:ANOR Abbitt,

T. A. R.

Lizzie James,

lula sutherlin,

Eleanor Jamison,

Gertrude Burton,

Gertrude Davidson,

Mary

Lizzie Batten,

H. Spencer,

Mary Watkins,

Vivian Meanley,

Steptoe Campbell.

G.

C G. C
NAN GILKKSON

HATTIK CRUTE

MARY

\-.

SIDNEY GUY

BESSIE McCRAW

PATTIE JONES

BLANCHE PIGGOTT

HOMES

Goipflmsiini

Colors:

Clmlb

Red and

ivhitc.

Flower: Amcricati

Bcaiitv.

Emma Waring.
Bruce Morton.

Leader
A^'sistauf Leader

Hattie Kelly.

Seereiarv and Treasurer

MEMBERS.
Merle Abbitt,
Blanche Armistead,
MoLLiE Byerly,
Virginia Boyd,

Lois Leonard,
Gertrude Ligon,
Ellen Lee,

Fannie Marston,

Lucy Brooke,

Julia Massey,

Florrie Batten,
Lizzie Batten,
Vivian Boisseau,
Mary Coleman,
Louise Cox,
Hattie Crute,
Effie Dunn,
Martha Edmunds,
Luciphine Everett,
Emma Edwards,
ISABELLE FlOURNOY,

Bruce Morton,
Frankie McKinney,
Lucy Manson,
Georgie Newby,

Annie Garrow,
Bessie Howard,
Mary V. Homes,
Juliette Hundley,
Nellie
Pattie
Carrie
Hattie

Johnson,

Kathleen

Price,

Julia Palmer,
Lucile Pleasants,
Margaret Patterson,
Sallie Rice,
Mildred Richardson,
Anne Richardson,
Mary Spencer,
Ruth Schmelz,
Katherine Verser.
Elizabeth Verser,
Clair Woodruff,

Jones,

Calva Watson,

Kyle,
Kelly,

Mary Watkins,

Our Musicians:

E.mma Waring.

Maud Mason and Annie Cutler.

Marie Movers, Given.
Mary Ewell, Greener.

Mamie Fletcher,
Motto:

Greenest.

Moiitaiii .•temper liberi.

Flower; Mouiitaiu
Color:

laurel.

Green.

SONG.
i.Tuxe: "Teasing.")

Thinking, thinking,

Ever

of the

mountains blue;

Longing, longing.

For

the friends in old

Greene true;

Loving, loving.
Best of

all,

ere this life is through,

Greene, old Greene dear, uv are only

Only loving you!

Bjisi

Le

LonE

Motto:

amdl Slhort

Eai and groiv tall,
Sigh and grow small.

Flowers: Sunflower and daisy.
Favorite Readings: Stories of

giants

and pygmies.

YELL.
Razzle-de-dazzle-de-ha-ha-ha

Long and

short, ra-ra-ra,

Ha-ha-ha, he-he-he,

A

great big giant and a Httle pygniie.

LONG.
Dorothy Stone,

SHORT.
Captain.

Steptoe Campbell,
Nan Gilkeson,
Pattie Love Jones,
Gertrude Burton,
Carrie Dungan,
Bess Howard,

Nellie Baker, Captain.
Hattie Crute,
iVNNE Richardson,
Mary Humphries,
Nan Nicholson,

Mariam Jones,
Vergie Nunn.

FIRST TEAM
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TEAM.

I

SCORE.

"The Whites."

•The Reds.

Motto

:

Colors:

Do

Motto:

or die.

Red and

Te.\mSoxg: To tuue

of

"Unele

We are the Red team of the S.
To

Sainiiiy."

N.

S.

beat's our business,

We

play with might and

mam

;

The "Whites" may play,
But they play in vain.
Hurrah whoop

best.

lehite.

To tune

oj

"Blue Bell."

Good-bye old "Reds" so small.
Farewell to you
can't play basket-ball,

As you want

play.

play your

not, but

Blue and

Soxg:

Tf:.\m

You

Whoop-tarre-diddle-dee

And when we

Boast

Colors:

blue

We'll

make our

to do.

scores

all

right.

That inakes you blue,
You'll find we'll win to-night.
As we always do.

!

Mtss Hills, Umpire.
Eliz.\beth Verser, Captain

Guards:

Fonvards:

Guards:

Jennie Crigler,

Lizzie Davis,

Eleanor Wiatt,

Fon<.'ards:

Dunn,
Elizabeth Verser

Efl'ie

Gr.\ce W.vltox, Captain.

Lockett Walton, Grace Walton,
Center:

Center:

Helen Leason,

Emma Waring,
Fannie Christian,

Carrie Hight.

Substitute

Edith Rogers,

Substitute.
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TEAM.

SCORE.
"The Reds."

Motto:

The game's
Follow your

Yell;

"The Whites."

Motto:

afloat
spirit.

Rah Rah One and

Yell:

!

!

!

of

sue-

eess.

Ging Ging Ging
Jarr

Never give up short

!

!

all

Basket Ball!
Basket Ball!
With all our might
Left Right

Jarr! Jarr!

Basket Ball!
Basket Ball!

Hah! Hah! Hah!

!

White White
!

Color:

Color:

Red.

Frank Jones, Captain

]]'hiie.

Virginia Paulett, Captain.
Miss Hills, Umpire.

Forwards:

Kyle Davis,
Belle Brosius,

Forwards:

Guards:

Frank Jones,
Lucy Sinclair.

Center.

Center:

Wirt Davidson,
Susan Stone,

Guards:

Blanche Armistead, Carrie Kyle,
Virginia Paulett.
Annie Bidgood
Hattie Paulett,
Gertrude Burton,

Sitbstitittt
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Colors:

Tiirf-arccii

Our Aim;

77k' hidl's

and

ivliiic.

cvc

Olive May Minmax.
Lucy Hawes Maxson.

President
Sccrctarv and Trcasuici

ARCHERS.
Miss Natalie Lancaster

Steptoe

C.

Campbell,

Olive M. Hinman,

Elmer E. Jones,
Helen Leason,

Lucy H. Manson,
Zoula La Boyteau.x
J. Chester Mattoon,

Rhea

Scott,

Clair Woodruff.

Motto:
Colors:

"Make hay

while the siui shuics."

Orange and maroon.

Favorite Place for Snap-Shots:

The Springs

PHOTOGRAPHERS.
Lizzie Batten.

Georgie Newby,

*

Jaira Chapman,

*Steptoe Campbell,

Virginia Boyd,

Margaret Patterson,

*Agnes Pinner,

Bessie Ferguson,

Mary Spencer,

Maggie Edwards,

Florrie Batten,

*Calva Watson.

Absent when picture was taken.

*

B^

^

Popualsir Votte

Kate Perry.

Prettiest girl

Lucv Manson.

Most Popular
Most Intellectual

Mary Schofield.

Hardest Student

Florence Ingram,

Cutest

Hattie Crute.

.

Emma Waring.

Best Dancer

Sue Muse.

Best Girl

Roy Rogers.

Most Modest
Most Original

Steptoe Campbell.
JuLLA Palmer.

Jolliest

Most Graceful
Wittiest

Efkie Dunn.
.

Lucy Manson.

Best Singer

Lois Leonard.

Best Athlete

Bessie Verser.

Biggest Borrower'

Maggie Edwards.

Dr.

S

—

{after

explaining

his civics class the process by

to

petition the Legislature to change his

change vour name?"
Miss P
"I really don't know that

—

(.1

;

was seen

stranger

man and

looked at that

Katharine

Lucy

B

;

"What?

Miss H-r-i-o~:
S-d-e H~l~a-d:
.\iew Girl:

Old Girl:
Nciv Girl:

No

can, Dr. S

—

how

;

but

I

Was

may

could vou

hope to do so."

M-r- S-h-f-e-d:
that flirting?"

"Girls,

I

see a fringed gentian?"

child,

I

don't

know

a thing about birds."

"What
"

'Tis

is meant by Republican Government?"
when the white men vote for negroes. "

"There's one

"What

I

one

u-liicli

P-l-e-,

enter the school yard)

to

he looked at me:

"Lucv, did you ever

:

"Now, Miss

name):

is

girl

here

who has

a

mighty funny name.

"

it?"

"Sigma Sigma Sigma

f-l-a M-s-e, quoting Cccsar

to

Sororitv.

She gets a

her roommates :

"

'When

lot of mail, too.

shall

we

"

three meet

again'?
Belle:

"My

Berenice:

why

don't

eyes have been hurting so

"Child, an optimist from

"

I

can hardly study.
will be here in a few days;

Richmond

you go down and have your eyes examined?"

" Now, girls, will each of vou please write vour
and hand it to the secretary?"
"
haven't anv full name.

B

President oj Senior
full

name on

Senior B:

Graec

Class:

a slip of paper
"

C

I

R

"Did vou know that Miss

;

had taught elocution

at

Blackstone?
"Isn't elocution the

E. L.:

S

Dr.

.'

same thing

as phvsical training?"

"Miss W., what is the Embargo Act?"
"Carrving on trade without monev.

A'-/- W-r-i-e-:

History

tcaelier:

"What

is

apoplexv

"

"
?

"I don't really know, but
thing in the back of vour neck that snapped.
Ex-graditate:

I

alwavs thought that 'twas some-

"

Concerning Pompadours.

"Be not

the

Nor yet the

first

bv

Learn to labor and to wait.
History teacher:

C-r-i-'M-s-n:

whom

the

new

are tried.

last to lay the old aside.

"

(Candidates for the new

full

diplomas.)

"Why is Mt. Ararat famous?"
"That's where Moses received the Ten Commandments!"
N. B.

!

!

!

Monday.
admitted that something happened
10:45 A. M..

Dr.

S

New

Girl (seeing coal brought up):

"What

b\'

accident

!

!

!

are they going to

do with

that coal?"
"

The Senior B: "Thev are going to heat the building with it.
Neiv Girl: "Ohl I thought the building was heated bv steam."
Girl (to Librarian)

:

"Is

'

Evelvn Byrd'

Librarian: "I haven't seen her."

in here

now?"

all

)m<srY ^©luifflii
What happened

Derby?

to that

Has Margaret Sharpe ever found
Has March Edmonds succeeded

Why

Wade and

did not Bessie

a "clever" girl?

in securing

an antidote for sleepiness?

Calva Watson come home after Educational

Seminar on Monday night. March 13?

Has Mary Ford read

Why

the " Grav Jacket "to any

girl

on Jarman Hall?

didn't Bessie Ferguson take a reserved seat at the Opera

Hampden-Sidney

Whv

House

at the

March 24?

play, Friday night,

does Edith D. sweep her room at midnight?

Has Page Pierce succeeded

in life?

What warns

to lock her trunk?

Betsey L

Why

does Virginia

Who

broke Mr. Hunt's camera?

What

is

Boyd

Maud Mason's

Where did B

prefer the direction of the setting sun?

favorite

W

hymn

find a "fool's

Why

has Annie Lindsay gained so

Whv

is

(him)?

head?"

much

Science Hall always so cold?

popularity since Christmas?

Because of the constant presence of

Snow.

Why do we
Whv

are

have to climb

we

in the

We

gymnasium?

like rare beefsteak

when we take

cannot get around

vertical writing

?

,

Hills.

We

are

under Dunn.
In what respect does the arithmetic

room resemble England?

It contains

London.

Why

can't the assistant in mathematics teach English history?

favor the red rose too much.

,

She would

an

Si

What gives Sallie Payne?
To have Frances Stoner.

When
When

When
When

To

does Bessie Wade?
Carrie Withers.

is

Leonardine Wright?

she gives Bessie Justis.

What

sent Beulah East?

Katie Knott to have Agnes Pinner.

tell

In

what does Anna Diehl?

When

In

Wood and

While Alice Grubbs.

Stone.

What makes

Elizabeth Redd?
Contact with Rvibv Berrv.

does Loudella Reedr

What gave
To

Carrie Bliss?

treat Vivian Meanlev.

When was Lillian Still:
When Sallie Rose.

What makes

Lillian

To

Pierce

is Bertha Owen?
Grace Cash.

What

What

does Evelyn Shirk?
Giving Fannie Moore.

What

has Effie

Made

Virginia Gray.

When
When

When
When

does Pearl Hunt?
Daisy Diggs.

What

does Mary Ford?
she reaches Lucy Brooke.

What

does Alice Ware?
White, Redd and Brown.

What makes Happy

Wilder?

To have Hattie Turner.

What

is

Maybelle Hearring

Bessie Howlette.

Marv

see

Bland?

Anne Page.

has Willie Hurd?

Lena Nock.

Why
To

What

Gracie Cross?

is

see

Dunn?

Margaret Sharp.
does Helen Haight?

To have

Lillian Greaver.

What

Emma

is

A Mann

Waring;

Button.

Literary Departm
School Spirit

Freshman Primer
Composite Creed

Gone to the BowModern r.nglish
Recollections of Manual Training
Signs of the Times
Scenes Around Farmyill
.

lO.iiturial

.

In the Elysian Fields

Fiifultv

Rosemary

Faculty Pnrtraits
Faculty
Faculty Portraits

Pla
Voice in the Night

Le:

A

Home Departmen
Home Department

Photograph

Class of January, 1905
Class of January, 1905, Picture
Class History of Jarutary, 1905
Prophecy of Class of January, 1905
Class of June, 1905

Photoj^raph of Honorary Member
Toast to the S. N. S.
Senior B Class of Jure, '05
Class Roll of June, 1905
Hi«lnrv of June Class, 1905

I

....
.

From the Third Generation
Our Artists
Argus Literary Society

Cunningham Literary Society
Guidon Staff
V. W. C. A
Y. W. C. A. Potter Club
Glee Club
Mandolin-Guitar Club

...

li^ducational

.

Seminar

.

of

Ju

1905

Kappa Delta Fraternity
Picture Kappa Delta Fraternity
Sigma Sigma Sigma Fraternity
Picture Sigma Sigma Sigma Frater
Zeta Tau Alpha Fr.iternity
Picture Zeta Tau Alpha Fraternity
Alpha Sigma Alpha Fraternity
Picture Alpha Sigma .Alpha Frater
.

A
A

Class Knll

Picture

cia-

i;<.ii

Tli'i.l

I',

rl:,^-

Tim.

A

11:,-

I

Seoiii.l

11

Tennis Club
Skating Club

,

S. T. A. R.
G. C. a. C.

German Club
German Club

Cla

Second B Pictu
Second A Clas Roll
Second A Pictu

Picture

Greene County Club
Black Cats

I

B
B
A
A

Class Roll
Picture
I'irsl
Class Roll
Class
Picture
Dur Brides
First
First

....

.

.

The Long and Short

.

Basket-Ball
Basket-Bali

School-Days. Farewell
Kindergarten

iVly

Team No.
Team No.

Archery Club
Kodak Club
By Popular Vote
.

.

.

Trainins; School
Cinderella in Flowerland

Funnygraphs
Query Column
What's in a Name

Eternal Question(s)

Advertisements

'?

1

2

FfNIS

%

^^^c/fp^

STATE FEMALE NORMAL
SCHOOL
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA

"pOUNDED

by the Legislature

to

educate teachers for the public

Free tuition for young

schools.

women who

pledge themselves to

teach in the State two years.
Scholarships appointed

among

the

Counties and Cities
courses

Liberal

the

A

in

Language,

History, Sciences, and

Literature,

Manual

Arts.

graded

Training

School

which students receive a
practice

in

in

year's

teaching before going

out to teach.

CATALOGUE Sent on
Application

SESSIO N BEGINS SEPTEMI^ER

6th

Everett Waddey Co.
RICHMOND,

Stationers,

VA.

Engravers

and Pointers

Comme?icef7ient hi-vitations. Calling

Cards

a?id College

Annuals

The Largest House in the South Making a Specialty of College

ESTABLISHED

1867

^

INCORPORATED

Work

1890

HUNT! HUNT!
Hunt! Hunt! Hunt!
FOR WHAT?
The

Best Photographs

WHERE?
Fannville

lu

:

:

WHEN

?

:

:

"Any Old Time"

WHAT
Pictures Like

H. H.
FARMVILLE,

-

FOR?

You Find

in

This Book

HUNT
-

-

VIRGINIA

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA,
EDWIN
The

A.

^ITLErvr^^;

ALDERMAN, President

next session of the University begins I5th September and continues nine months.

The

following departments of Study are represented

ACADEMICAL

I.

Includes the schools of
Latiu

Gieek

Romanic f^auguages
Teutouic Languages

English Lauguage
English Literature
Historical Scieuce
Moral Philosophy

Pure Mathematics
Applied Mathematics

Astronomy

Chemistry
Analytical Chemistry
Biology

Natural Philosophy

Geology
Each school offers an independent course of stttdy. leading to a diploma of graduation in
the school.
In each school there is also offered a limited B. A. course, and graduation in
ten of these courses (chosen with restricted election) leads to the degree of Bachelor of Arts.
A Bachelor of Arts, upon graduation in four schools (chosen with free election), receives the
degree of Master of Arts; or upon graduation in liiree schools and completing post-graduate
courses of stud}' in two of these schools, he receives the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.
In addition, a special course has been arranged for the Government consular service.

ENGINEERING

n.

Four distinct courses are offered, leading to degrees in Civil, Mining, Mechanical and
Electrical Engineering, and recjuiring for their completion three or fonr^-ears each, according
to the preparation of the applicant. In addition to the purelj' didatic work, %vhich is unusuall jcopious and exact, ample facilities are provided for practical exercises in the field, the
drawing room, the shops, and the mechanical, physical, chemical, and geological laboratories.
III.

LAW

The course as lately reorganized is distributed over two years, as follows:
Junior Year. The Law of Persons; Personal Property (including Sales); Wills of Personalty and Administration
the Law of Contracts; the Law of Crimes and Criminal Procedure; Mercantile Law; Negotiable Paper, Partnership, Insurance; Torts, Bailments, and
Carriers; Theory of Government; Constitutional Law; International Law.
Senior Year
Equity Jurisprudence and Procedure; Bankruptcy; Pleading and Practice

—

;

—

in Civil Cases; the Law of Real Property; the Law of Corporations; the Law of Evidence;
the Conflict of Laws.
The candidate for the B. L. degree is required to attend two full sessions of the Law school
An excellent special course is provided for students who can attend but a single session
and who are not candidates for the degree.
The Library facilities are excellent.

IV.

MEDICAL

The course is graded and arranged for four years. Only students who have attended
lectures on the studies of the first-year course at this University, or some other reputable
medical school, are eligible for the studies of the second year. All graduating examinations
must be passed here.
DURINQ THE First Session. Chemistry (with an introductory course upon the principles of Chemical Physics}, Practical Physics Biologv (Comparative Anatomy, Normal Histology, and Embryology), and Descriptive Anatomy.
During the Second Session. Physiology, Bacteriology, General Pathology, Regional
Anatomy, Materia Medica, and Practical Chemistrv.
During the Third Session. Obstetrics, Practice of Medicine, Surgery, Special Pathology, and Clinical Diagnosis and Dispensary Clinics.
During the Fourth Session. Practice of Medicine, Theraputics Hygiene, Clinical
Surgery, Dermatology, Disseases of the Eye and Ear, Gynecology and Medical Jurisprudence,

—

—

—

—

Dispensary and Hospital Clinics.
Special Attention is given to practical exercises in the Laboratories and the Dissecting
Hall, to practical surgery upon the cadaver, and to clinical work in the Dispensary.
For catalogues and fuller information, applv to

HOWARD WINSTON,

Secretary University of Virginia.

^o

ZB)uc\C\
kv-n^

A. V.
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Sows,

SLv, -sWe savd

WADE

3.

G.

,

CRALLE

WADE & CRALLE
DEALERS

IN

Confectioneries, Fruits,
Stationery, Toys,
Etc., Etc.

FARMVILLE,

VIRGINIA

ANDERSON
DRUG COMFT
Farmville,

Mrs.

Virginia

Dealer

OF
DRUGS, TOILET
A R T I C L P: S
P E R F U M E S
COMBS, BRUSHES
.-.

Keister
in

Fancy Goods

FULL

.-.

L. L.

LI N E

ETC.

.-.

White Goods
and Notions

*r

.-.

MAIN STREET
Prescriptions

Our

Specialty

Payne & Friend

FARMVILLE.

-

VIRUIMA

DUVALL, SON
^ CO.
FA

Dealers

-

RM VILLE,

VI R C

I

X

1

A

ix

STOVES
CHINA

CROCKERY
CLASS AND

TINWARE

DEALERS

IX

Carriages, Buggies, Surreys

Harness,

Saddles,

Etc.

Stoves, Hardware and
Implements
Agents for John W. Masury
Agricultural

&

Son's

House

Paints

TERMS CASH
5 and

lOc.

Goods a Specialty

.Vfrents for

Mccormick Mowers and Binders
Studebaker Wagons

TiiojiAS Drills and

H.

KAYTON

C.
Successor

to

I

have
this

BARROW

MEATS

FRESH

AND

H, E

ICE

:

:

some of the

market can afford

the

way
Meats,

:

solicit

CO.

best
in

of Fresh
Fish,

Come to

Etc.

I

WINSTON
DRUG

a part of your patronage

Dr. Peter's for

everything

W.

in

H.

Drug Line

Burger

DEALER IN

Buy Pocket Knives and

FRESH MEATS,
Scissors from

Paulett (&

Bugg

FISH,
:

OYSTER J"

AND

ICE

:

The Hardware Men

FARMVILLE,

VIRGINIA

RIPBERGER'S

H.C.Crute&Co.

CONFPXTIONERY

Drues'ists

for fine Candies, Cakes, Pickles,

Olives, Fruit, E^tc.

RESTAURANT

^w^
cS^

Cream, and
everything good in
season

for 0\'Sters. Ice

BAKERY
for Bread, Cakes, Pies,

Cream

Toilet Articles

and

Puffs

STATIONERY
for

Box Paper

Tablets, Blank

Stationery

Books, Pencils
Tlrese departments are
well supplied.

0pp. Post

Ojfice,

always

Fannville, Va.

Geo. Richardson

&

Co.

Inks

and School Suppliec

C. C.

Cowan

Undertaker and
RICHARDSON & DAVIDSON

CO.

Furniture Dealer
Dealer.s in
Siicce.53or to

Staple and Fancy

BARBROW & COWAN

Wall Paper and

Window Shades

Groceries

AGENT FOR

Dry Goods, Boots and

Slioes

School Fitniiture
Iron Fences

and Tombstones

Farmville, Virginia

FarmvillE,

Virginia

The Farmville Heral d
Has what few

W.

Agnew

B.

DRUGGIST

of the small

town newspapers have.

The people want

it

Southeast Cor. Third and Main Streets

for its complete
local news;

the

Everything Found

business
for

in a

Drug Store

FiRST-Ci.Ass
public

its

excellence as an advertising medium

—The

Especial Attention
Called to Our Soda
Fountain, where we try

Best in Southside Virginia.

TO have Everything as
Cold, as Dainty, and as
Nearly as Possible

Subscription Rates ULUU Per Anni'm

Exactly

Address

as

you wish

it.

THE FARMVILLE HERALD
FaRMVILI.K,

W.

VlRCI.NfA

-

^

Doyne

T.

Furniture

HOT

C.

DR X K
I

W.

S

SEASON

IN

Walker

&

Sons

Farmville, Virginia

Dealer and

Funeral
Director

Full line
OK Furniture,

Pictures, Picture

Frames, Etc.

Undertaking

Carriages

Buggies

a Specialty

Road Carts
Fine Harness

Main Street
Saddlery, &c.

FARMVILLE,

-

VIRGINIA

C\ttle

®??^

So^Slvxe come

people to £0 to tl-S-Ua-ot^sons

l^as tt)e

Ust Une

of

I)r2_®oai«,

llBtioirvs.'^i.nc Siloes, ^ots,
o.t\^ fflltotV]\rLQ

A. H.

vn towrt.

PETTING

Manufacturer of

Greek Letter Fraternity Jewelry
Temporary Location

^/j

A^,

Liberty

Baltimore,

Sti-eet

Memorandum package
Secretary of the Chapter.

sent to

Md.

any Fraternity Member through

Special Designs

the

and Estimates furnished on

Class Pius, Rings, Medals for Athletic Meets, Etc.

COMMERCIAL PRINTING

CO.

CATALOGUE AND COMMERCIAL

PRINTERS

COLLEGE ANNUALS AND CATALOGUES OUR SPECI^ALTY
Write for samples, prices and references
Don't

looo Main Street,

C. E.

fail

to write to us

LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA

CHAPPELL

FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
DEALER

Foreign

and

Dofjiestic Fruits,

IN

Cotifectionery, Stationery,

Sporting ajid Athletic Goods, Text Books

and Normal School

Supplies

AGENT FOR HUYLER'S BON BONS AND CHOCOLATES

MRS.

CHAPPFLUS MILLINERY PARLORS
IN

REAR OF STORE

PATTERN HATS AND IMPORTED NOVELTIES

jNo.

W

Long,

N. B. Davidson, President

Casliier

Bugg,

J. L.

Ass't Cashier

THE
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA

UNITKD STATES DEPOSITORY
CAPITAL,

-----

SURPLUS AND PROFITS,

$50,000
12,000

-

Safe Deposit Boxes For Rent.

Drafts Issued on

Licensed to practice in the Courts of

Just

down

this State

at

parts of

Europe

store I've got

some new

all

my

shoes for you,

And

you'll call

if

I'll

show these

'true

blues" to you.

So don't

let

"small dealers"

sell

'

hoo-

doos to you,

ROBERT

S.

RIVES

'Cause I've got some daudy new shoes
for

you

!

ATTORNEY AT

LAW
Up-to-Date Footwear
AT

Capitol

Law and

iith& Bank

Real Estate Building

Sts.,

Richmond, Va.

W.

T. CLARK'S
MAIN STREET

Calumet Tea and Coffee Co.
51

and 53 Franklin

~ Chicago
Established

1

=^^

Street

—

^-^

838

Incorporated

1

889

THE FARMVILLE MILLS
Manufacturers of

Patent

Full

Roller

Process Flours

FARMVILLE, VA.

Water Ground Meal,

Pure

W^-p DDJantOn
l

.

1

.

Bran, /hipstuff

'

^^^^

school

3

and Millfeed

specialty

aass

Pins,

of

Normal

Badges

and

Society Pins.

Jeweler and
Optician
Will be pleased to furnish designs

*^

and

prices

upon

application.

AAIN STREET, FARAVILLE, VIRGINIA

E.

MON FALCONE

D.

DECORATOR
Fresco Decorating J* Fine

Paper Hanging-^Furniture
Tapestries ^'^ Oriental Rog^s
Carpets, Interior Fornishi'gs

OFFICE and STUDIO

:

NIXON

BLDG., PITTSBURG,

Established 1867

R.W.Garnett6?'Co.

PLANTERS BANK

DEALERS IN

OF FARMVILLE

Ladies' and Gents' Furnish-

ing Goods, Trunks, Satchels

Umbrellas, Etc.

.-.

FARMVILLE

Ladies'

VIRGINIA

Tailor-Made Suits, Cloaks
and Capes, Plush and Cloth
Misses' Cloaks and Children's
Reefers a Specialty

PENNSYLVANIA

.'.

Capital $43,425

.'.

Surplus and Profits $70,000
Leaders of Fashion and Stvles
Clothing;.
Shoes for Ladies
Gents,

Misses

in

H.A.SrnKE.s
Pies.

and

W.G.Vknabi.e W.P.Venable
rashler

Asst. c;ash.

Children
Solicits

FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA

..

Accounts of Corporations

Merchants and Individuals

.'.

W.

FA L

C.

WKLL

SHOE STORE AND
REPAIR SHOP
Main

Farmville, Va.

Street

HAMLET

HAMLET

&

DKNTISTS
VIRGINIA

FARNIVILLE,
What means

this strange coniiiiotion liere?
The girls are gathered from far and near.
Have they come to dissect the cats?

No; they are going to

"UNCLE PAT'S"

He has candies sweet and nuts so fine,
And all you want in the sweetmeat line.
oranges or candy or cake,
'Uncle Pat" can serve you and some money
For you get a dime's worth for only a nickel

If it's apples or

And

often he throws in an extra

— one

you'll

make;

pickle.

QUEEN QUALITY SHOES
THE SIMPLE FACT

IS THIS:

No

other Shoe is so enduringly satisfactory.
You can't do
better!
You may depend on that! Over a million women
in this country to-day will tell you that you can't do as well.

Why

W.

not try a pair next time
For sale only by

J.

HILLSMAN
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA

OTHER SPECIAL LINES

Dr,

P.

?

W.

BECKHAHH

DENTIST
Office over Wiltse's Jewelry Store.

FARAYILLE,

VA.

COMMENCEMENT

INVITATIONS

AND CLASS DAY PROGRAMS
-

Engraving l>ou$e
100

II08 Chestnut Street

Wedding

engraved

Invitations,

and printed on perfectly white pamper,

Philadelphia^, Pa..
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Randolph=Macon Woman's College
LYNCHBURG,
colleges for

women

Virginia.

Commissioner of Education as one of the thirteen "A"
Endowed. Offers eight elective courses leading
in the United States.
Four
to the A. B. degree.

Officially classed

by the U.

S.

laboratories; Astronomical

Observatory Gymnasium; ample athletic
grounds, boating
;

course, etc.

Dr.

L. M. Curry,
the educational

J.

expert,

says

" The curriculum is in no whit
inferior to the
best for

the
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